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Your Excellency,

EXECU·; I\ ( v·
OF THE SEGRE ·'.hY-uE W AL

You are of of CCJU.rn: aware of the t;ragi.c ei•ent that wok lace in the Sara ·evo
market place on Saturday. Ever since, there has been a torrent af world-wide
accwations against t.he Serbs. The campaign has been u recedented in its erocit ,
the level uf emo"ti<m involved, but most imporlant ui its bilndness both ta the wider
circumstances of the incident in Samjevo a1'Ui to circumstances of incident, itself.
As you know, the UNPROFOR
rt concluded that ~the round could ha11e been
fi:!5._d . m either B&ll or BSA
· · ns." Our own iJuiicatio~ from saurces in
Muslim-held Sarajevo, are dzat that a shell rein arced'. with p/asdc explosive was
hurled at the mork:et iace m a n.ei hbourin building. J;;any event, although the
culprit has not been 'identified, the world media and mtJin.y politicians have declared
the Serbs the perpetmtol'S of the atrocity.
We laave been here 'before. A seme of deja vu i$ averwhelmin.g for those who are · ·
familiar wi'th Muslim tac'li.a i.n Sarajevo. In the effort to generate world sympathy for
i1.s aims, th£ Muslim leadership is not abmie s a ~ innocent civilians to attain
those aims, The fundamental-tnah i:J the MusUms al'e rwl interested in a peace
settlement ba.ted on compromise. They want 'tlie whole •,f Saraj~'O and the who!£ a/
Bosnia-Herzegovina.. Nothing else will do for them. Hence) Your Excellency, there
has been no significant progress in the peace talks.
The day "before ~terday we met the co-chailmen oJ the JCFY and agreed with
them to 8ta1t exploring the possibility_of pacifying SarajfWO District in advance of ail
overall pea.t!e settlement. But we absolu.te.Jy_UISist that th.e matu!r oft~ ma~t plate
massacre be cleared~- 'fe demand a thoro!;tg!! and ~ i a l iny_estigation, _to
be carried oHt by UNPR_OPOR,, with experts from tlu~ Serbian (lJ1d Muslim sides
'taking pa.rt. Pamcular attention should be paid to-ballistics and to pathological
firuli.ngs with regard t.o dae victims. At stake h.en: is the fate of a whole people as well
as the fate of an enti.re ~ n of Europe. I urge 11,ur &ci!/lency to exert yqur •
influence in orrkr to allow die truth to emerge.

Youn sincerelJt

1/oJ ~ & .~ n w:;~

l l1
DrRadovan
Presuient, Re
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Letter dated 6 February 1994 from the Charge d'affaires a.i. of
the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to
the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the statement of the Federal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the
massacre in Sarajevo on 5 February 1994.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the General Assembly under agenda item 42 and of the
Security Council.

(Signed) Dragomir DJOKIC
Charge d'affaires a.i.

94-06750

(E)

070294

I • ••
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Annex
STATEMENT OF THE FEDERAL MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA DATED 5 FEBRUARY 1994

The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia received with indignation the news of the latest massacre of innocent
civilians in Sarajevo. The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs condemns this
crime, expresses regret in the wake of the loss of innocent lives and stresses
the need that the truth be urgently established and the perpetrators identified
and severely punished.
This criminal act represents a vicious attack on the peace process by
resorting to tactics that worked successfully so far.
We appeal to all actors of the peace process to prevent any politica l or
media manipulation of this tragic event and to invest vigorous efforts in order
to establish the full truth, prevent any obstruction of the peace process and
demonstrate perseverance and resolve while striving to achieve a just and
lasting peace in the former Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia shall, as has been the case so far,
continue to make its full contribution to the peace process and to ending the
war in the former Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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I have the honour to transmit herewith the statement dated 4 February 1994
by the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugo~lavia
concerning the incidents on the Yugoslav-Albanian border.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as an official document of the General Assembly under the item
entitled "Maintenance of international security" and of the Security Council.
(Signed) Dragomir DJOKIC
Charge d'affaires a.i.

94-06763 (E)

070294
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Annex
STATEMENT DATED 4 FEBRUARY 1994 BY THE FEDERAL MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA

Recently, there have been a growing number of incidents on the YugoslavAlbanian border in which a few Albanian citizens unfortunately lost their lives
while attempting to enter illegally into the territory of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia. With a view to considering what additional measures may be taken
in order to prevent further border incidents and in the spirit of the
international and bilateral commitments jointly undertaken, the Yugoslav side
proposed to the Albanian side that an extraordinary meeting of the Main Joint
Yugoslav-Albanian Commission for Border Incidents be convened in Belgrade.
The normalization of the situation on the Yugoslav-Albanian border would
contribute to the promotion of good-neighbourly relations, to which the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, embracing the principles of good-neighbourliness, has
always been committed.
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LETTER DATED 2 FEBRUARY 1994 FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to refer to Security Council resolution 743 (1992) and
all subsequent resolutions relating to the United Nations Protection Force
( UNPROFOR) •
With regard to the command of UNPROFOR, I have been informed that
General Jean Cot will return to the service of his Government.
It is my
intention to appoint General Bertrand de Sauville de La Presle of France as
Force Commander of UNPROFOR in succession to General Cot. This appointment
shall become effective in mid-March.
I should be grateful if you would bring this matter to the attention of the
members of the Security Council.

(Signed)

94- 06593 (E)

040294
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Boutros BOUTROS-GHALI

,i.

FOR INFORMATION OF UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT ONLY
Not for Dis.tribution or Dissemiqation
·· ·3 February 1994

PRES'S: CON:f"ERENCE BY FEDERAL

A humanitarian tragedy was unfolding in the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavi.~ (Serbia and . t:10,n t.enegrc;,) as a result of United l';:l'atio12s sanctions
againljlt the ,country, $;v:e1::1.iz-ia Arsenic, Deputy Minister for __Labor, Health and
Social We·lfa~e · t -o ld cprre~pondents this morning at a press conference at
Headquart,~rs.s,
··,'

Ms. Arsenic, head of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's del.egat.i on to
the Committee ,on . Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, .· said that
because q£ thei+ .d{pi:omat;{c ~.:j.solat:ion , the . pe~ple of ~J;ie Federal Republic of
Yugps1,a'1:i; we~~-- force~ ,c.tO -endu're the . trag~dy in silence. The sanctions ·a:s
app°ii.ea
'·•i ~. such
~ .ar:~itl'.'ary fashion were contrary to h~anitarian .law and
• ··.
-!- :; • . ,
amounted to an undeclared war against child:t:en.. "We are facing diseaae,
hunger and death", s~~ El,tated.
.
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Where once her _c:ountry was striving to reach a higher level of
development comparable to that of other developed . countries, no_w i ,t \'{c;iS
worrying over how to obtain a cup of milk for its children, she continued.
Draw:iJ;ig eorrespondents '. att:..e ntion to reports on the situation as preE1ented to
the C;rnrnittee on the Eliminat'i~n .of Discrimination against Women, Ms ~ Arsenic
said sanctions ~ere not the proper democratic way to resolve the exi~ting
problems.
- The P,eople of the Federal Republic of Yi:igoslavia supporte'd Government
polic-i..~ s in , search of peace, she :3aid. They were try.i.n g t.o assist in open .
dialogue among all the parties to achieve peace. It was therefore unjust to
continue the sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The
Federa:),. , Republic, ,of Yugoslavia was not a part of the confliqt,,,q,.nd peace was
not dependent on it or even on the . Bosnian Serbs who were ~?..t ,:the only ones :. - .
who had yet to sign the peace plan on Bosnia and Herzegovina.

;_.

A correspondent said Iraq had endured even harsher sanctions and yet
Iraqis did not often publicly complain at the United Nations. How did she
explain the difference and did she believe that the sanctions were imposed as
a result of ~n international conspiracy? that correspondent asked. Concerning
the Iraqis, Ms. Arsenic said she had sympathy for all other victims of such
political measures which impacted on health and humanitarian matters. The
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had tried to inform the world about the
deteriorating social and economic conditions, but representatives had been
unable to secure visas to attend international forums where they could testify
about the situation.
As for the reasons why the sanctions had been applied, she said they were
a result of many misunderstandings. While some confusion on the part of
certain Powers was perhaps understandable in the beginning, after the numerous
(more)
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attempts by , the F.ederal Republic of Yugoslavia to explain the realities and
present evidence, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had to remain unsatisfied
with the continuation of the sanctions.
She said she had the impression there were not only three parties to the
war in Bosnia and Herzegovina , but also a fourth -- the mass media which had
been misleading in its one-sided reports . Arbitrary , unserious, unfounded
statements : had been published about the complex process of disintegration of
the former . republics of Yugoslavia .
As an example, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had never beeri an
aggressor in Bosnia and Herzegovina, she said. When the republics broke up,
members of the Yugoslav army were in sections of all _the republics, including
Bosnia and _Herzegovina. But after May 1992, not one Yugoslav army · soldie·r
remained on Bosnian territory.
In response to questions on whether. United Nations agencies were
operating in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, she said they were, ~ut at a
level that was insufficient to meet needs. The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
had almost 600,000 refugees with whom it was sharing its short supplies. In
view of that, the_ High Commissioner for Refugees had recently asked for an
increase in the proportion of a_id given to the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. She later added . that while humanitarian aid was not 'ineant to be
affect~d by the sanctions, '{~ practice they prohibited the flow of medical
supplies and . spare parts for medical equipment.
Asked for her side of the story on the mass rapes, Ms. Arsenic said the
Government condemned any crime against women and would do everything possibl,e
to punish those responsible. She said she took exception, however, to the use
of the information for propaganda and political manipulation purposes. The
reports had been widely publicized without the other side having been given a
chance to explain. Some charges were highly · exaggerated·, she said, citing one •
report where the number of Muslim women allegedly raped ·was higher than the
total ,.number of ,women living in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Government was dedicated · to a rehabilitation of the women and thecollection of valid data on the issue, she added.

* *** *
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LETTER DATED 1 FEBRUARY 1994 FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
At its informal consultations on Friday, 28 January 1994, the Security
Council asked UNPROFOR to provide an urgent report on the letter of the
Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina dated 28 January 1994 addressed to
the President of the Security Council (document S/1994/95). As you may recall,
at that time my Representative in the Security Council, Under-secretaryGeneral Gharekhan, advised the Council that UNPROFOR had not had any new reports
of significant military activity in its area of operations, but recalled that in
the past UNPROFOR had observed small numbers of armed personnel in Croatian army
uniforms in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and had so informed the Security Council and
the General Assembly.
Although UNPROFOR's ability to observe developments throughout Bosnia and
Herzegovina is limited, it has provided the following information reflecting, to
the best of its ability, its judgement of the involvement of the Croatian Army
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Croatian Army has directly supported the HVO in terms of manpower,
equipment and weapons for some time. Initially the level of support was limited
to individual and small sub-units, many of them volunteers. As the offensives
of the Bosnia and Herzegovina Government forces against the HVO have become
successful, the numbers of Croatian soldiers appear to have increased. It is
assessed that in total there is the equivalent of three Croatian Brigades of
regular Army personnel in Bosnia and Herzegovina, approximately 3,000 to 5,000
(this is an estimation, as it is impossible with UNPROFOR's assets to obtain
required information for a more accurate account). There have been confirmed
reports by UNPROFOR personnel that elements (troops and equipment) from the
following Croatian Army (HV) units are indeed present in central and southern
Bosnia and Herzegovina:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

1 Guards Brigade
2 Guards Brigade
5 Guards Brigade
7 Guards Brigade
114 Brigade
116 Brigade, 4th battalion; and
Special military police

94-05936 (E)

020294
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Equipment includes heavy artillery and multi-barrelled rocket launchers
(MBRL). Most recently an M-77 MBRL entered Bosnia and Herzegovina at Metkovic
on 23 January 1994. UNPROFOR is unable to confirm positively any Croatian Army
tank activity in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Also in January, the Monitoring and
Close Air Support Coordination Centre (MCCC) has confirmed four helicopter
flights from Croatia that crossed into Bosnia and Herzegovina.
I trust that this information will be useful to the Security Council in its
consideration of the situation brought to its attention by the Prime Minister of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in document S/1994/95.

(Signed)

Boutros BOUTROS-GHALI

Press Release
Department of Public Information • News Coverage Service • New York
Biographical Note

SG/A/570
BIO/2838
1 February 1994

GENERAL DE LAPRESLE OF FRANCE APPOINTED FORCE COMMJWDER OF UNPROFOR

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros·Ghali today announced the appointment
of Lieutenant-General Bertrand Guillaume de Sauville de Lapresle as Force
Commander of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), to replace
General Jean Cot of France. Lieutenant-General de Lapresle will assume his
duties towards the end of March .
Lieutenant-General de Lapresle has served as Commander of the Rapid
Action Force from 1 December 1993 and, prior to that, served as Deputy Chief
of the Army General Staff of France, from December 1990. He held the latter
position from September 1986 to October 1987 as well. He was the Division
Commander of the 3rd Armoured Division from July 1989 to December 1990 and
Chief of the Plans, Programmes and Space Division of the Armed Forces General
Staff from December 1988 to July 1989.
Lieutenant-General de Lapresle began his distinguished military career in
1957 in the armour and cavalry branch of the French armed forces and achieved
the rank of Lieutenant-General in December 1990.
In 1978, he entered the Planning and Finance Department of the Army
General Staff, where he served as Chief of the Budget Section from December
1980 to August 1981 . He was Deputy Chief and Chief of the Department from
October 1983 to June 1984 . During that period (August 1981 to
September 1983), he was also Commanding Officer of the 1st Foreign Cavalry
Regiment . He served as Chief of the Planning and Finance Department from
July 1984 to August 1985 and as Adjutant to the General of the 5th Armoured
Division at Landau, France , from August 1985 to September 1986.
Lieutenant-General de Lapresle has a technical certificate in higher
military studies. He was decorated as Officer of the Legion of Honour in
December 1988 and was elevated to Commander of the National Order of Merit in
December 1992 . He was also cited for his service in Algeria and Lebanon.
He was born on 5 September 1937 at Marseille, and is married with four
children .

* *** *
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LETTER DATED 28 JANUARY 1994 FROM THE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES A.I.
OF THE PERMANENT MISSION OF YUGOSLAVIA TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to transmit herewith the statement of
Col. Lj. Stojadinovic, Head of the Information Service of the General Staff of
the Army of Yugoslavia, concerning the reports in certain media on the alleged
involvement of the Army of Yugoslavia in the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.

94-05385 (E)

310194

310194
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Annex
There are no units of the Army of Yugoslavia in the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
We do not exclude the possibility that citizens of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia are fighting in the units of the Army of the Republic of Srpska as
volunteers, including some former members of the Army of Yugoslavia.
We are convinced that the Yugoslav and world public knows that a great
number of mercenaries, fanatics, adventurists or volunteers from Islamic
countries are fighting in the Muslim army against Serbs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Volunteers from the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as free people, cannot
be denied the right to decide on their own destiny and fight for the survival of
their people, all the more so since, in its struggle against Serbs, Islamic
fundamentalism has already assumed planetary proportions.
The troops and heavy weapons of the Army of Yugoslavia have not been moved
towards Bosnia or any other State. They are moving exclusively on the sovereign
territory of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia according to assessments which
imply the right to create the most favourable conditions for the defence of the
sovereignty and safeguarding of peace of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
its citizens. The most recent allegations against the Army of Yugoslavia
justify this caution in the most direct way.
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LETTER DATED 28 JANUARY 1994 FROM THE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES A.I.
OF THE PERMANENT MISSION OF YUGOSLAVIA TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to transmit herewith a letter dated 28 January 1994 from
H.E. Mr. Vladislav Jovanovic, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the joint declaration signed on
19 January 1994 by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Croatia.
I should be grateful if you would have this letter and its annex circulated
as a document of the Security Council.

{Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.

94-05391 {E)

310194
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I have the honour to inform you and the members of the Security Council
that, as the first step towards normalization of their relations, the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia and the Republic of Croatia signed the joint declaration
in Geneva on 19 January 1994.
As it is evident from the text of the declaration, the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and Croatia will be guided in the process of normalization of their
mutual relations by the basic principles of the Charter of the United Nations
and the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia expects that these principles will be respected and equitably
treated in full.
In this context, the Government of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia understands that the signing of the said declaration will not bring
into question the respect for the right of peoples to self-determination as one
of the fundamental rights enshrined in the 1975 Helsinki Final Act.
The joint declaration is an expression of the desire and preparedness of
the two countries to solve all outstanding issues in the former Yugoslavia by
peaceful means and through negotiations. The same spirit prevails in the Joint
Declaration of the representatives of the Republic of Srpska and the Republic of
Herzeg-Bosna. This declaration is not directed against the third party involved
in Bosnia and Herzegovina which can, if it so wishes, improve its relations with
the Serb and Croat sides in a similar manner.
The declaration of the Governments of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
and Croatia can only have a positive effect on putting an end to the civil war
in Bosnia-Herzegovina since it firmly determines the position of the two sides,
absolutely committed to peace.
The act of the signing of the declaration does not formally establish
diplomatic relations between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Croatia,
neither is it an act of mutual formal recognition. However, the two countries
demonstrate that this is the goal to which they aspire and . which will be
attainable when the remaining issues in Serbo-Croatian relations have been
resolved.
By the same token, this means that the said declaration does not
prejudice the question of the final status of the Republic of Serbian Krajina.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia considers that this question should be
resolved through negotiations between the Governments of Croatia and the
Republic of Serbian Krajina, as the legitimate representative of the Serb people
in the United Nations Protected Areas, in accordance with the provisions of the
Vance plan.
While signing the joint declaration, the Government of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia was guided by the assessment that the peaceful settlement of
outstanding issues and stable relations between the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and Croatia are of enormous importance for peace and security in the
entire region. The Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is prepared
to take other measures as well, in the spirit of strengthening mutual trust and
in compliance with the relevant document and principles of the United Nations
and other international organizations.
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Le 28 janvier

Secretaire General des Nations Unies
Monsieur le Secretaire General etcher Ami,

I

I'

I.

De passage pendant quelques jours dans la
region de New York pour admirer notre s,ptieme petit enfant qui vient de
nai tre, je veux vous dire que j ~ ai ete cryoquj_ Ear les cri ti_ques du Parlement
Europe-&n°-contre les _- efforts
de paix- des Natio~~
- !J-~ ies __ <!8:_ns l' ancienne
---------- Yougoslavie.I1s devraient se regarder dans une glace,puisqu'il s•agit d'un
conflit dans leur propre region mais auquel ils ne veulent pas se bruler
,
les doigts,connaissam fort bien la situation dans cette region.
Une idee m'est venue: pourquoi ne pas envisager une reunion du Conseil de Secorite en Yougoslva~e ou
proximite en
Europe ?Je me souviendrai toujours des remarques de Chou En Lai lors de
la visite de Waldheim a Peking,se plaignant du fait que les Nations Unies
ignoraient l'Asie et lui disant: pouquoi le ~onseil de Securite ne se
reunirait-il pas un jout' en ASie OU habitent }es deux tiers de lfhumanite?
I'
Ne comp:tons nous pas dans le monde,Je reussis a convaincre Waldheim a obtenli:r
une session du Conseil de Secutite au Panama,ce qui aida enormement
la
conclusion du Traite sur le Canal,et a Addis Ababa ou la reunion conduisit
a un changement de la politique portugaise a l'egard de ses colonies en
Afrique.Depuis lors cette bonne habitude s•est perdue.Je crois que vous
auriez interet a considerer ce moyen.Cela aurait un grand effet aupres du
public et augmenterait la pression sur les parties en cause.En tout cas,
j 'ai pense utile de:.:vous ;:~c.ommuniquer cette idee .S ai t-on j amais.
Pour l'amour de Dieu n'oubliez ras l'universite'
p~ur la Paix au Costa Rica demilitarise.Elle ·peut etre et doit ~tre un
phare pour l'humanite de demain,la pr~miere ECole de Chefs d'Etats dent
le monde a tallement besoin.Je suis heureux d'apprendre que les membres
du Conseil de l'Universite sont sur le point d'etre nommes,ce qui sera un
grand pas en avant.Et n'oubliez pas que je suis toujours
votre disposition
pour vous conseiller en la matiere.Cette Universite est l'une des plus
, .
----beJ:-1e
~~•~ des Nations Unies, mais qui n' arrange pas tout le monde .
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Avec taus mes meilleurs voeux pour l'accomplissement
de votre mission hist~~que
~

/'t /
"sfv1s~~~em1';,.a fce~•~'I~ / ~/4/t--- / ~

7'-{ D i 9j __ ___ P~?~S: 4<1-1~~:~-~~1:_~2 -49-15_11: P:?·B?X.· 138 Ciudad Colon, Costa lica, C.A. Fax: 49-1929
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Forty-eighth session
Agenda item 114 (c)

HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTIONS: HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATIONS AND
REPORTS OF SPECIAL RAPPORTEURS AND REPRESENTATIVES
Letter dated 27 January 1994 from the Charge d'affaires
of
the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia/ to
the United Nations addressed to the Secretary..:.'cenerai

I have the honour to transmit, enclosed herewith, the statement by the
Federal Ministry. of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia dated
21 January 1994, concerning the arrest and expulsion of two priests of the
Serbian Orthodox Church from the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the General Assembly under agenda item 114 (c).

(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.

94-05026 (E)
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Annex
Statement dated 21 January 1994 by the Federal Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the
arrest and expulsion of two priests of the Serbian Orthodox Church
from the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia expresses its concern at the expulsion of two priests of the Serbian
Orthodox Church from the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, under the
accusation that they have performed religious rites without the approval of the
Macedonian Orthodox Church and the Ministry of the Interior of Macedonia in
several villages of the Kumanovo area and flared up in that way religious hatred
and ethnic intolerance.
This is not the first time that the authorities of this former Yugoslav
Republic have demonstrated an intolerant and inflexible attitude against priests
of the Serbian Orthodox Church and prevented them in a rude way from performing
their regular priestly duties.
By such an attitude towards the Serbian Orthodox Church and its priests, by
banning rites in the Serbian language and by taking individual priests to the
police for informative talks, the right is denied to the Serbian people in
Macedonia to freedom of religious expression which is in direct contravention of
internationally verified norms and documents accepted and supported, at least
declaratively, by the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
In this way the atmosphere of insecurity and fear is underlined among Serbs
in Macedonia whose position has not been adequately constitutionally defined
yet, despite the promises and alleged readiness of competent authorities.
In addition to the already existing discrimination in the field of the use
of language, employment, education and information, such behaviour of Macedonian
authorities makes Serbs feel second-class citizens, i.e. being denied enjoyment
of the same rights recognized to the members of the majority people and the
members of other nationalities in this former Yugoslav Republic.
The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs expects that the Macedonian side
will undertake all necessary measures in order to prevent these and similar
incidents from being repeated and that it will soon proceed to solving the
question of the constitutional position of the Serb people in the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia in accordance with the highest standards of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and the United Nations.
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FOR INFORMATION OF UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT ONLY

27 January 1994

DAILY PRESS BRIEFING OF OFFICE OF SPOKESMAN FOR SECRETARY -GENERAL

Ahmad Fawzi, Deputy Spokesman for the Secretary-General, began today's
noon briefing by informing c<;:n:.f.espondents that the -~~cretary-_.General had met
at 10:30 a.m . with the Permanent Representative of Ecuador, Jose A~ala Lasso.
At 11 a . m. , the Secretary-Gen~ral was scheduled to a.'ctaress ,' in tbe Tr~st~eship
Council Chamber, the meeting of the Committee on the Exercise of . the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Cop;ies ofr}hat speech were
available.
Mr. Fawzi went on to say that the Secretary-Geperal would meet at noon
with the Permanent Represen!:=ative of th~ Democratic _PeoJf~,s ~-' Republic of
Korea, Pak Gil Yon. At 12:45 p.m., the Permanent Representative of Comoros,
Amini . Ali Mournin, would PiiY
far~well call on the Secretary-Gener~{.
.
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'

a
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Continuing, Mr. Fawzi said that the Secretary-General would meet at
At 5 p.m.,
the Secretary-General would receive a courtesy call from the Prime Mi°fli~ter of
Jordan, Dr . Abdui~·alam Al -~M1jali. At 5:30 p.m., the Secretary-Gen~ral would
receive the Permanent Representative . of Denmark, Bent Haakonsen, and i;ter,
would meet with Gertrude Mongella, Secretary-General of the Fourth World
Conference on Women.
4:30 p.m. with the Permanent Representative of China, Li Zhaoxing.

Following up a question . on d1~· 'i-eport prepa}~d by the Special Commis~ion
of Inquiry, l1eaded by Maj or-General Gunther Greindl ·of ' Austria, rega}ding the
misconduct of some troops and people on the ground in. the United Nations
Prot;~ct,ion Force }tJ!;l"PROFOR) , Mr. _Fawzi said that Maj:or-General Greindl and
Yasu·shi' Akashi, the •· secretary-General' s Special Representative for the · former
Yugoslavia, had held a scheduled press conference in Zagreb this morning to
discuss the results of the Special Commission's findings. A copy bf the
opening statement by Mr. Akashi was ava_ilable. Mr. Akashi, in his statement,
had characterized the report as "an independent and thorough investigation in
order to determine whether the allegations could be substantiat·e d and, if so,
the extent of any improper or illegal activities". Mr. Akashi had gone on to
swn;narize the investigation, its conclusions and action that had been taken.
Mr. ·F awzi added that the question- and- answ.er portion . of that press cdnference
in Zagreb would be. made available, if it was received~ this afternoon.
:

.
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Mr. Fawzi then read out a communique, copies of which were available from
his office, from Eric Falt, spokesman for the International Civilian Mission
in Haitl:
"Ten observers _ of the International Ci vil:Nm . Mission of the Organization
of American States and the United Nations came ·back to Port-au-Prince
yesterdi:ly. They will start their work anew to ensure r~spect f'o/· h~an rights .
"In the next few days, 20 additional observers will join them.
of Civilian Mission will be li~ited at first to Port-au-Princi.
~'

'

(more)
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"All the competent authorities have been informed of this movement of
personnel of the Organization of American States/United Nations International
Civilian .-M ission .. 11,
Mr. Fawzi then read out the following announcement, available to
correspondents, on behalf of the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
"International Olympic Committee President Juan Antonio Samaranch' and
Uni tea Nations Chil dren's Fund · (UNICEF) Executive Director James P. Gra:nt ~ill
sign an a greement i n Lausanne, Switzerl a nd, tomorrow, Friday , .2 8 January, to
support specific actions to revive - - and give global force · to - - t ,h~ ancient
Greek tradition -·-of ',an · Olyntpic Truce.
"The agre ement seeks to ban all wars during the upcoming Olympic games ,
encourages a th letes to become spokespersons for peace and health initiatives
and commits the International Olympic Committee ana .the United Nations
Children's Fund to joint, international activities t~ raise awaren~'s'~ of
problems and progres-s of young people. "
•

•

'
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Mr . Fawzi theri announced that H. Arba Diallo, Executive Secretary of the
~J?,tergoverrunerital Negotiating Committee fat: theElab9:ration of an
Irtternational Convention to Combat ,;,Desertification in , Those Countries
Experiendng Serious Drought::, and/or Desertific~tion, P~rt;i,.ct1larly in Africa,
would hold ·a press cohference at 1 p , m. in room 2;26. :So Kje;J.len , Chairman of
t h e Committee, would also attend. The press conference woul~ ,be a wrap-up of
the Committee's third session .
Briefing notes from the spokesman for the United Nations Operatiop in
Somalia (UNOSOM II) in Mogadishu ; George Bennett, were a~ailab,le to
corre spondent s, Mr. Fawzi said.
I

, -, i'.

He went on to say that Security Council _yans_u ltations scheduled for ·today
at 3:30 p.m. would deal with the United Nations Inter~in Force in Lebanon, the
Un i ted Nations Observer ·-Mi ssion in Georgia,

the situation in 'somalia and ·other

matters .
On the Secretary-General's appoint ments for yesterday, Mr. · Fawzi said
that.· at 5 p . m. , the Secretary- General had received Cyrus Vance, farmer
Co-Chairman of the Steering Committee of the International Conference on the
Forme r Yfigoslavi a . Mr. Vance, .f ollowing hi s service. as Co-Chairman, _had
subsequent'ly been appointed by the Secretary-General to_ serve as medi.a tor
between The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Greece, and haci' briefed
the Secretary-General on his efforts to date. In response to a related
question raised yesterday afternoon, Mr. Fawzi said that Mr. Vancehad _hot met
with a Greek o ff icial.
0

Aske d about any action taken as a result of Major -G~neral Gre,indl ' s
report, Mr. Faw•z i sa:id he understood ,that, following th_e : investigation into
allegat ions of misconduc t by troop contingents in UNPROF OR, a number oJ·dismis s als, including those of seven locally recruited civilians, had taken
p lace , along with the repatriation of 23 . troops
.19 from Ukraine and four
f rom Kenya .
0

(more)
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DELEGATION OF AUIHORITY - AIR STRIKES
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The issue of whether you have delegated (and ffllether you art! prepared to dele~ate) your
a?t~ority ~<> 9E~~r _31-~-~t-~ -~ ~ _<:l(?s~ .?Jr s~pp9_f!_9_f_Jlfill.3-_Q_~_QB.:_t_r_Q_<?.P._~ --~~ g~~~- fuf!_p.er
momentum as a result_of_conflicting_press __ reports in_recent days. The attached AFP story has
been brought to our attention by the NATO Liaison Officer, who is seeking clarification on
behalf of his authorities.
I understand your position to be that you have not yet delegated this authority to
Mr Akashi but tha!_y~~-~r.~PE~2~~~4-to consider doing ~9· However, I am mindful of
Mr Fleischhauer's advice that you are legally bound by resolution 844 to exercise this authority
yourself, in consultation with the members of the Security Council, as provided for in your
report S/25939 which was explicitly approved by the Council in that resolution. Recent media
reports, partiCT!!~rly those .2!2.!!!P-t~sLl>y_!l!~ "~:3.:_m~.~li!!g_w.id.1-y.oy,J.l~V~~J;.BS!...S.QJP.&.dP_u,b.Lon
this position.

I would therefore be gr.ateful if .yQ11 .yoµld,. q:mjinn that the following understanding is
accurate:
- you have not delegated this authority to anyone;
- you are willing to consider doing so in the interests of speedy action to protect
the troops, but you cannot do so without the consent of the Council;
- you do not need any further authority from the Council to exercise this
authority yourself; you will do so if and when the situation demands it, and
inform the Council.

Kofi ... Annan
.... 26 January 1994
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Boutros-Ghali considering letting aide decide on airstrikes
UNITED NATIONS, Jan 25 (AFP) - Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
is considering allowing his special envoy for ex-Yugoslavia to authorize
air strikes in two besieged Bosnian cities, diplomatic sources said
Tuesday.
Sources said the secretary general appeared favorable to simplifying
procedures for air raids and wanted to give wide authority to his special
envoy in Zagreb, Yasushi Akashi.
·
The comments came as UN ambassadors from France, Britain and the United
States met with the UN chief to determine his views on when and if to order
airstrikes on Tuzla and Srebrenica, which are besieged by Serb forces.
The meeting came shortly after French Defence Minister Francois Leotard
slammed the UN's military role in the former Yugoslavia, while announcing
his choice of a new general to head the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
there.
General Bertrand Guillaume de Sauville de Lapresle, 56, is expected to
take over from General Jean Cot, also of France, whose recall in March was
demanded by Boutros-Ghali.
The UN boss was angered by Cot unilaterally calling for authorization to
be delegated on the use air power against the Serbs in Bosnia-Hercegovina.
Leotard, who was interviewed on TFl television, also criticized the UN's
"military inability" in the former Yugoslavia.
"The true loss in credibility in this tragedy is that of the UN," he
said.
"Generals who sometimes speak out a lot, and too much, never speak out
against their governments, (but) against the UN organisation for which the
term 'thingamajig', used by General (Charles} de Gaulle, is probably an
understatement," Leotard said.
Addressing the European Parliament earlier in the day, the UN's former
military commander in Bosnia-Hercegovina, General Philippe Morillon, said
UN forces needed more military muscle to protect aid missions and civilians
there.

Morillon, currently defence advisor to the French government, warned
that public opinion might brand the UN forces as cowards if they continued
to avoid military action for fear of endangering their own safety.
bur/rl/em AFP AFP 260051 GMT 01 94
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DELEGATION OF AUTIIORITY - AIR STRIKES

The issue of whether you have delegated (and whether you are prepared to delegate) your
authority t~ order air strikes in ~ose air support of UNPROFOR troops has gained further
momentum as a result of conflicting_£ ress re,eorts in recent days. The attached AFP story has
been brought to our attention by the NATO Liaison Officer, who is seeking clarification on
behalf of his authorities.
I understand your position to be that you have not yet delegated this authority to
Mr Akashi but that you are prepared to consider doing so. However, I am mindful of
Mr Fleischhauer's advice that you are legally bound by resolution 844 to exercise this authority
yourself, in consultation with the members of the Security Council, as provided for in your
report S/25939 which was explicitly approved by the Council in that resolution. Recent media
reports, particularly those pro~£_ted by tpe "P-3" m~~J.!!!g..}Y!!.l.LY.ou 1...b~.as.LI.Qill.e...do..\l.Q.LQJ.1
this position.
I would therefore be grateful.ilyQuwoµld col!.firm that the following understanding is
accurate:
- you have not delegated this aut4ority to anyone;
- you are willing to consider doing so in the interests of speedy action to protect
the troops, but you cannot do so without the consent of the Council;
- you do not need any further authority from the Council to exercise this
authority yourself; you will do so if and when the situation demands it, and
inform the Council.

...

Kofi
..... 26 January 1994
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Boutros-Ghali considering letting aide decide on airstrikes
UNITED NATIONS, Jan 25 (AFP) - Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
is considering allowing ,h is special envoy for ex-Yugoslavia to authorize
air strikes in two besieged Bosnian cities, diplomatic sources said
Tuesday.
Sources said the secretary general appeared favorable to simplifying
procedures for air raids and wanted to give wide authority to his special
envoy in Zagreb, Yasushi Akashi.
The comments came as UN ambassadors from France, Britain and the United
States met with the UN chief to determine his views on when and if to ordez
airstrikes on Tuzla and Srebrenica, which are besieged by Serb forces.
The meeting came shortly after French Defence Minister Francois Leotard
slammed the UN's military role in the former Yugoslavia, while announcing
his choice of a new general to head the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
there.
General Bertrand Guillaume de Sauville de Lapresle, 56, is expected to
take over from General Jean Cot, also of France, whose recall in March was
demanded by Boutros-Ghali.
The UN boss was angered by Cot unilaterally calling for authorization to
be delegated on the use air power against the Serbs in Bosnia-Hercegovina.
Leotard, who was interviewed on TFl television, also criticized the UN's
"military inability" in the former Yugoslavia.
"The true loss in credibility in this tragedy is that of the UN," he
said.
"Generals who sometimes speak out a lot, and too much, never speak out
against their governments, (but) against the UN organisation for which the
term 'thingamajig', used by General (Charles) de Gaulle, is probably an
understatement," Leotard said.
Addressing the European Parliament earlier in the day, the UN's former
military commander in Bosnia-Hercegovina, General Philippe Morillon, said
UN forces needed more military muscle to protect aid missions and civilians
there.

Morillon, currently defence advisor to the French government, warned ,
that public opinion might brand the UN forces as cowards if they continued
to avoid military action for fear of endangering their own safety.
bur/rl/em AFP AFP 260051 GMT 01 94
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INTRODUCTION

1.
The present report provides information on the activities of the working
groups and other organs of the Conference .

r

I.

WORKING GROUP ON BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

2.
The activities undertaken on the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina were
dealt with in Security Council reports S/26922 and S/1994/64.
II.

PEACEMAKING ACTIVITIES WITH REGARD TO THE SITUATION

IN THE UNITED NATIONS PROTECTED AREAS AND RELATED
AREAS IN CROATIA
3.
The peacemaking efforts undertaken under the auspices of the International
Conference in respect of the situation in the United Nations protected areas and
related areas in Croatia have been dealt with in separate reports submitted to
the council, the last of which was issued on 1 December 1993 (S/26828).
III.

WORKING GROUP ON HUMANITARIAN ISSUES

4.
Th~ough the Working Group on Humanitarian Issues, chaired by Mrs. s. Ogata,
United Nat i ons High Commissioner for Refugees, the humanitarian situation in the
former Y-ugoslavia has been kept under constant review. In general, the
situation has continued to deteriorate.
5.
Recurring hostilities in and around the United Nations protected areas in
Croatia and human rights abuses against the few remaining members of minority
groups there caused new displacement in the second half of 1993. Additional
large numbers of civilians have also been ~prooted in Bosnia and Herzegovina as
a result of military offensives, especially in central Bosnia, or as a result of
persecu ion or a mixture of both, while hundreds of thousands of others continue
to be tr~pped in besieged areas or cities, often under desperate conditions. As
the political crisis in the former Yugoslavia continues, the refugee burden
weighs heavily on all countries of the region, but particularly on Croatia and
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). In the latter,
which is under sanctions imposed by the Security Council, there are grave
humanitarian concerns about the dire plight of the vulnerable groups, whose
numbers are rising .
6.
The international relief effort has continued to try to address foremost
the emergency needs of refugees, internally displaced persons and other victims
of conflict, in cooperation with the autho~ities of the countries concerned.
The Working Group on Humanitarian Issues reviewed the implementat ion of the
international humanitarian assistance programme . during a meeting held in Geneva
on 16 July 1993, which, as was the case with previous meetings, was attended by
all countries of the region, the international donor community and other
interested States, the Department of Humanitarian Affairs of the United Nations
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secretariat and international governmental and non-governmental organizations
participating in the relief effort. At a similar meeting held on
8 October 1993, a new consolidated appeal was launched, revising needs for the
period October to December 1993 and putting forward the requirements for the'
first half of 1994, totalling $697 million. Several States announced new
contributions, which were essential as the international relief effort was
threatened by insufficient funding.
7.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina the humanitarian operations of internatio~al
organizations have been seriously obstructed, as reported on previous occasions
to the Security Council. Humanitarian access to population~ in need of
assistance has been repeatedly denied or sabotaged for political or military
purposes, especially by the Bosnian Serb and Bosnian Croat sides, while all
sides have frequently and seriously threatened the security of the personnel of
the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and other organizations. The
international airlift to Sarajevo had to be interrupted several times for
security reasons. Convoy operations were suspended in central Bosnia on
25 October 1993 after the killing of a UNHCR driver and the wounding of nine
UNPROFOR soldiers.
8.
In view of the deteriorating situation on the ground, and the prospect of
still greater humanitarian disaster during the winter, Mrs. Ogata met with the
political and military leadership of the Bosnian parties, on 18 November 1993 in
Geneva. Mr. Sommaruga, President of the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) participated in the Humanitarian Issues Working Group meeting in an
observer capacity. Mrs. Ogata insisted with the leaders of the parties that the
primary responsibility for averting further agony, especially in view of the
winter period, was theirs. The Bosnian Serb side refused to cooperate in the
opening of Tuzla airport for humanitarian flights. However, in a joint
declaration the parties did agree to suspend fighting along the major supply
routes for the passing of humanitarian convoys, in order to ensure complete and
secure freedom of movement for the United Nations and international humanitarian
organizations, to prevent diversion of humanitarian assistance to the military
and to release all civilian detainees in accordance with the principles of and
arrangements by ICRC. Especially important was the commitment of the parties,
reached after much debate, to allow UNHCR and ICRC to determine the content of
humanitarian assistance, including priority winterization needs and al~
materials, supplies, gas and other fuel necessary for the survival of the
civilian population. Following this meeting, convoy operations were resumed in
central Bosnia.
9.
on 19 November 1993, the outcome of the previous day"s meeting and the
state of preparations for the relief effort during the winter period were
reviewed during a Working Group session held in Geneva with the donor community
and other interested States, UNHCR, the World Food Programme (WFP), the United
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organization (WHO), the
Intergovernmental Organization for Migration (IOM) and ICRC. On 29 November,
Mrs. Ogata addressed a meeting convened by the European Union in Geneva, and
attended by the Bosnian parties, at the end of which a declaration was signed by
the military leaders of those parties, reiterating the commitments of
18 November 1993.
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10. After the November meetings there was some improvement in obtaining
clearances for the passage of both fuel and shelter materials to some areas.
However, serious problems of access have persisted. In December 1993, the UNHCR
convoy operation achieved 45 per cent (20,000 tons) of its overall target for
food and non-food items. Bureaucratic obstruction and security incidents have
increased further. Of the gravest concern is what seems to have become a
pattern of deliberate targeting of humanitarian personnel by all parties. While
the international relief effort is undoubtedly helping large numbers of victims
to survive through the winter, intensified fighting and offensive action,
especially in central Bosnia, are expected to increase further security risks
and the obstruction of access to the victims.
IV.

WORKING GROUP ON ETHNIC AND NATIONAL COMMUNITIES
AND MINORITIES

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
11. On 27 August, Ambassador G. Ahrens, mediated "Agreed Minutes" (see
appendix I) between the Government of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
and representatives of the local Serbs, which addressed various issues brought
up by Serbs in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The Co-Chairmen
raised these and other issues when they met President Gligorov in Skopje on
17 September, when they also visited the UNPROFOR contingent stationed there.
12. Regarding Albanians in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, a
stocktaking exercise was undertaken by the International Conference on Former
Yugoslavia in order to have a clear account of all the issues in which progress
has been made and those which were still pending. Meetings in Skopje
(24-27 August, 29 September-1 October, 11 November, 14-17 December, 6-7 January)
concentrated mainly on improvements to the Law on Local Self-Government; the
conditions for the use of the Albanian language in local and central state
institutions; the training of Albanian teachers at university level; and the
national census to be held in April 1994. Some of these issues are interlinked
and of considerable scope, as for instance the Law on Local Self-Government,
which requires a two-thirds majority for approval in Parliament. Although
discussions were held in a constructive manner, the broad consensus necessary
for a breakthrough in these areas has not yet materialized.
Kosovo

I

13. The Co-Chairmen raised the situation of Albanians in Kosovo several times
during meetings with President Milosevic, and in particular urged the Yugoslav
authorities to reconsider their decision not to prolong the mandate of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) mission in Kosovo.
14. On 26 August, Ambassador Masset, Lord Owen's Deputy, travelled to Pristina
to meet with the local Serbian authorities and with representatives of the
Albanians. There were also contacts on Kosovo .with the Serbian authorities in
Belgrade.
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15. The International Conference on Former Yugoslavia made a further attempt to
reconvene talks on educational problems in Kosovo and invited both parties to
Geneva on 8 September. The Belgrade Government did not attend, claiming that
minority issues were internal matters. Since then, it has not been possible to
find a mutually agreeable venue for the parties to meet.
Sanjak
16. On 20 January, the Co-Chairmen met representatives of the Muslim community
in the Sanjak led by Mr. Ugljanin, President of the Muslim National Council of
the Sanjak, to discuss the problems of the Muslim community. This followed up
on the visit of Ambassador Masset to the Sanjak in October 1993.
Vojvodina
17. Ambassador Masset visited the Vojvodina in July 1993, where he met with
leaders of the Croat and Hungarian communities, as well as the Serbian
authorities, to discuss the problems of minorities in the area.
Ambassador Masset also raised these problems with the federal and republican
authorities in Belgrade.
V.

WORKING GROUP ON SUCCESSION ISSUES

18.
Two sessions of the Working Group on Succession Issues took place in
Geneva, on 10 to 12 May and on 27 to 29 September 1993. A number of advisory
opinions have also been given by the Arbitration Commission relating to several
State succession issues. At the September meeting, Ambassador Jergen Bojer was
succeeded by Ambassador Alf Jonnson as Chairman of the Working Group. Depending
on the outcome of bilateral consultations the Chairman is carrying out with the
parties, the next Working Group session is expected to take place in late
February 1994.
19. The meetings were well attended, with 25 to 30 experts participating. Both
the May and the September meetings focused on succession in respect of archives
and legal questions concerning the definition of the objects of succession.
20. As regards archives, the Working Group discussed in depth, at both
meetings, the principles regulating the definition of archives and choice of
legal rules applicable. Although the parties reserve their positions as regards
these questions, a parallel process relating to the preservatiori and utilization
of archives has started. A technical meeting jointly sponsored by the
Commission of the European Community and the Austrian State Archives took place
in Vienna from 13 to 17 November 1993, on security microfilming and preservation
of archives concerning the succession of the former Yugoslavia. The meeting met
with some success, with delegations from all five former Yugoslav States
attending.
21. A common archives action plan, covering microfilming, protection and
preservation of endangered archives in the former Yugoslavia, especially in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, was agreed upon. The right of free access to all
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federal and republican archives was again explicitly recognized.
of the meeting each of the five delegations:

In the course

(a) Set out its priorities as to which archives should be microfilmed and
protected;
(b) Expressed its readiness to exchange microfilms, particularly in the
interests of State succession;
(c) Indicated its requirements regarding basic equipment (cameras, etc.),
materials (microfilms, chemicals, etc.), technical assistance (management and
control) and staff training.
There was general agreement on the need to set up five security microfilming
units, working to European and international standards, one in each of the five
States, as an indispensable first step to ensure the action plan's
implementation. The initial outlay to establish the five units will probably be
in the order of 3 to 5 million European currency units, with which the
international community will be asked to assist. Operating expenses would then
be assumed by the different republics.
22. As regards the definition of State property, an inventory of assets to be
divided was drafted by four of the five delegations, with one delegation, "the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia", not being present at that particular meeting.
There were divergent views as to whether it was necessary to have a jointly
accepted definition of state property first on whether an inventory could be
started immediately. The September meeting of the Working Group did not achieve
a consensus on this issue.
23. The Chairman decided that, before a new full meeting of the Working Group
could be called, bilateral consultations would be necessary. The members of the
delegation arguing the necessity of a jointly agreed definition agreed in
bilateral consultations with the Chairman to the following:
(a)

They would retain their position on the necessity for a definition;

(b) Nevertheless, they would, using their proposed definition as a working
hypothesis, draw up an itemized list additional to the inventory already being
worked out by the other parties.
24. With a view to allowing all the parties to see the maximum content of an
inventory in order to prepare the ground for further negotiations, it was agreed
that no new initiatives should be launched in the Working Group until the new
list additional to the inventory had emerged. This should happen some time in
early or mid-February, after which a full round of negotiations may be foreseen
for the end of February 1994.
25. It has also been agreed by the parties in the Working Group that one
should, to the extent possible, avoid the difficult questions relating to
succession terminology, such as succession/secession/continuation, by using
neutral language, i.e., the names of the States involved.
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VI.

WORKING GROUP ON ECONOMIC ISSUES

26. The Working Group on Economic Issues is chaired by Mr. J. Durieux. The
Group last met on 17 February and on 23 March 1993 to consider a proposal for a
high-level conference on the economic future of the countries of former
Yugoslavia. Successive drafts of a document concerning the purpose and
objectives of such a conference, exploring the different angles of a
comprehensive reconstruction process, had previously been submitted to the Group
and discussed by it. It was agreed, however, that the project could go forward
only after there had been some advance in the peacemaking process.
27. At the 23 March session, the Chairman's report on an inventory for State
succession, which had been submitted to the Co-Chairmen the previous month, was
again discussed.
28. When the Working Group next reconvenes, foremost on its .agenda will be the
reconstruction and development issue. Planning for reconstruction is already
under way in various forums. The Group will be considering some organizations
aspects of a reconstruction process.
VII.

WORKING GROUP ON CONFIDENCE- AND SECURITY-BUILDING
AND VERIFICATION MEASURES

29. In January 1993, Ambassador Berasategui, the then Chairman of this Working
Group, after consultation with the Co-Chairmen, deferred further work pending
the outcome of the negotiations on Bosnia and Herzegovina. Following the
agreement of the Bosnian parties on 19 January 1994 to implement confidencebuilding measures, Brigadier-General Pellnas will travel to Split on 24 January
for initial discussions with the Parties and, in the light of his report, the
Co-Chairmen will decide on the future activities of the Group.

VIII.

ARBITRATION COMMISSION

30. Advisory opinions Nos. 11 to 13, issued by the Arbitration Commission on
succession issues, were reproduced in document S/26233, appendix VI. Opinions
Nos. 14 and 15, issued on 13 August 1993, also on succession issues, are
reproduced in appendices II and III below.
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Appendix I
AGREED MINUTES
The Macedonian Minister of the Interior, Mr. Ljubomir Frckovski, met in
Skopje on 27 August 1993 with a representative of Serbs in Macedonia,
Mr. Bero Ristic. The meeting was chaired by Ambassaador G. Ahrens of the
International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia, who was accompanied by
Mr. A. Ritz and Mr. s. Coutinho. A representative of the CSCE Mission in
Skopje, Mr. J. Gerasimov, was also present. The meeting recorded the following
undertakings and understandings.
1.
The government representative declared that the Serbian nationality will be
treated completely equally with other nationalities living in Macedonia. The
Government and the representative of the Serbs from Macedonia agreed to support
consistent implementation in Macedonia of all rights formulated and made
effective by the Charter of the United Nations and by the Conventions formulated
under its auspices, as well as CSCE's, the Hague Declaration, the Charter of
Paris and other instruments, especially the document of the Copenhagen Meeting
on the Human Dimension.
2.
The Serb representative declared that the Serbs in Macedonia would fulfil
their aspirations only within the framework of the existing Republic of
Macedonia.
3.
The government representative declared that the Government is, in
principle, prepared to satisfy the request of the Serbs to be mentioned in the
preamble and in article 78 of the Macedonian Constitution and that in the
meantime the Government would interpret the Macedonian Constitution as if the
Serbs had been mentioned in the preamble and in article 78. Consequently, their
constitutional status will be equal in every respect to that of the other
nationalities listed in the Constitution. The Serb representative insisted that
the Government, within 18 months, start and finish the process in Parliament
which will make the constitutional position of the Serbs equal to that of all
other nationalities already quoted in the Constitution and that, in case the
Parliament or the Government do not accept the request of the Serbs, the Serbs
in Macedonia will consider all dispositions of the present document as void.
4.
The government representative declared that, according to the Law on
Pre-school an~ Elementary Education, Serbian language instruction will be
provided in each elementary school in which parents of at least 15 children make
a request to that effect. For secondary schools, which according to the law are
not obligatory, the Government declared that Serbian language instruction will
be provided if at least 25 pupils make a request to that effect. The CSCE
representative declared the readiness of his organization to monitor the
expressions of choice by the parents, if so requested by either the Government
or the parents, so that undue pressures be avoided. The Serb representative
requested that the announcements for the admission of pupils to secondary
schools (gymnasiums) specifically mention that instruction would be in the
Serbian language in the following classes:
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(a)

Two classes in Skopje;

(b)

Two classes in Kumanovo;

(c)

One class or some other secondary school in Negotino or Kavadar ci .

The Government is obliged to provide textbooks and other auxiliary teaching
tools to the classes conducted in Serbian.
5.
The government representative declared that the Government will guarantee
to the Serbs in Macedonia constitutional religious freedom, including the
freedom of choice of church.
6.
The government representative declared that Serbian language media wi ll be
supported in the same way as the media of other nationalities.
7.
The government representative announced that in April 1994 a national
census would be conducted in Macedonia, monitored by a panel of international
experts headed by the Chairman of the European Population Committee of the
Council of Europe. The Serb representative took note of this with satisfact i on
and promised full cooperation.
8.

The government representative declared that the Government will take

measures to protect historical monuments as well as the cultural inheritance of
the Serbs in Macedonia and will help and support cultural organizations and
institutions of the Serbs in Macedonia on an equal basis with the other

nationalities.
9.
The government representative announced that, to facilitate the
implementation of the undertaking in paragraph 1 of these Minutes, the
Government will promptly submit a request to the Council of Europe for
assistance in the earliest possible implementation of the human rights
protection mechanism for non-member States provided for in resolution 93 (6) of
the Committee of Ministers of the Council. This mechanism is to bridge the
period until Macedonia becomes a full member of the Council of Europe.
The International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia delegation stated
that it considered these undertakings and understandings as reflecting the
requests and complaints put before the International Conference on the Former
Yugoslavia by the Serbs from Macedonia. The International Conference on the
Former Yugoslavia was prepared to discuss any problems arising in the course of
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implementing these undertakings and understandings, should either party so
request.

For the Government:
(Signed)

For the Serbs:

Ljubomir FRCKOVSKI

(Signed)

Boro RISTIC

Witnessed by:
(Signed) Geert AHRENS
(International Conference on
the Former Yugoslavia)

(Signed) Jakov GERASIMOV
(Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe)
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Appendix II
ARBITRATION COMMISSION

Opinion No. 14
On 20 April 1993, the Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee of the
International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia referred six questions to the
Chairman of the Arbitration Commission, seeking the Commission's opinion.
Question 1 was:
"In the light of the inventory in the report by the Chairman of the Working
Group on Economic Issues, what assets and liabilities should be divided
between the successor States to the former Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia in connection with the succession process?"
on 12 May 1993, the Co-chairmen of the Steering Committee of the
International Conference transmitted to the Chairman of the Commission a
declaration by the Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia raising a
number of objections to the reference to the Commission. The members of the
Commission unanimously adopted a document reacting to the assertions made by the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. This was addressed to the Co-Chairmen of the
Steering Committee of the International Conference on 26 May 1993. None of the
States parties to the proceedings has contested the Commission"s right to answer
questions referred to it.
The Commission has taken cognizance of the memorandum, observations and
other materials communicated by Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Slovenia, which have been passed on to all
the successor States to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has submitted no memorandum or observations on
the questions referred.
1.
The Arbitration Commission notes that the Draft Single Inventory of the
Assets and Liabilities of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia as at
31 December 1990 drawn up by the Working Group of the International Conference
on the Former Yugoslavia on 26 February 1993 divides the assets and liabilities
into two categories: agreed items and non-agreed items.
As the Commission recalled in opinion No. 9, the first principle applicable
to State succession is that the successor States should consult with each other
and agree on a settlement of all questions relating to the succession.
Assets and liabilities listed in the Inventory of 26 February 1993 upon
which the suc9essor States have reached agreement should accordingly be divided
between them.
2.
As regards non-agreed items, the Arbitration Commission considers that it
does not have sufficient information on which to base a decision as to each
asset and liability listed in the Inventory. Moreover, it considers that these
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are not l egal issues which it could profitably s eek to resolve as part of its
consultative remit and that it should confine itself to determining the general
principles to be applied.
3.
The Commission would nevertheless draw attention to the well-established
rule of State succession law that immovable property situated on the territory
of a successor State passes exclusively to that State. Subject to possible
compensation if such property is divided very unequally between the successor
States to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia the principle of the
locus in quo implies that there is no need to determine the previous owner of
the property: public property passes to the successor State on whose territory
it is situated. The origin or initial fina ncing of the prope rty and any loans
or contributions made in respect of it have no bearing on the matter.
4.
As regards other State property, debts and archives, a commonly agreed
principle to be found in several provisions of the Vienna Convention of
8 April 1983 on the Succession of States in respect of State Property, Archives
and Debts requires that they be divided among the successor States to the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia if, at the date of succession, they
belonged to the Socialist .F ederal Republic of Yugoslavia, and the question of
the origin and initial financing of the property, debts and archives, or of any
loans or contributions made in respect of them, is irrelevant.

5.
To determine whether the property, debts and archives belonged to the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, reference should be had to the
domestic law of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in operation at the
date of succession, notably to the 1974 Constitution.
There are, however, two particular problems arising from the federal
structure of the Yugoslav State and from the concept •Of "social ownership", a
concept which, while it does exist in other countries, was particularly highly
developed in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
6.
On the first point, there is no doubt that the 1974 Constitution
transferred to the constituent republics ownership of many items of property,
which in consequence cannot be held to have belonged to the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia whatever their origin or initial financing.
7.
As for "social ownership" it was held for the most part by "associated
labour organizations", bodies with their own legal personality, operating in a
single republic and coming within its exclusive jurisdiction. Their property,
debts and archives are not to be divided for purposes of State succession: each
successor State exercises its sovereign powers in respect of them.
If and to the extent that other organizations operated "social ownership"
either at federal level or in two or more republics, their property, debts and
archives should be divided among the successor States in question if they
exercised public prerogatives on behalf of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia or of individual republics. On the other hand, organizations
operating at federal level or in two or more republics but not exercising such
prerogatives should be considered private-sector enterprises to which State
succession does not apply.
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8.
The answer to the question referred is without prejudice to whatever
compensation might be necessary to achieve an equitable overall outcome.
9.
Should the application of these principles or the determination of the
ownership of an item of property at the date of State succession give rise to
problems, it would be for the States concerned to resort to arbitration or some
other mode of peaceful settlement of their disputes, but it does not behove the
Arbitration Commission in the exercise of its consultative function to detail
what rules would apply to a particular contentious issue between States emerging
from the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
10. The Arbitration Commission consequently takes the view that the assets and
liabilities to be divided between the successor States to the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia for purposes of State succession are (a) those which the
successor States are agreed in regarding as being such and (b) the State
property, debts and archives, which at the date of State succession belonged to
the socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in accordance with the law in
operation there, excluding property belonging to individual republics or to
"associated labour organizations" depending on them.
Paris, 13 August 1993
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Appendix III
ARBITRATION COMMISSION
Opinion No. 15
On 20 April 1993 the Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee of the
International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia referred six questions to the
Chairman of the Arbitration Commission, seeking the Commission's opinion.
Question 5 was:
"(a) In view of the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, is the National Bank of Yugoslavia entitled to take decisions
affecting property, rights and interests that should be divided among the
successor States to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in
connection with State succession?
"(b) Have the central banks of the States emerging from the
dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia succeeded to
the rights and obligations of the National Bank of Yugoslavia deriving from
international agreements concluded by the latter, in particular the 1988
financial agreement with foreign commercial banks?"
On 12 May 1993 the Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee of the
International Conference transmitted to the Chairman of the Commission a
declaration by the Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia raising a
number of objections to the reference to the Commission. The members of the
Commission unanimously adopted a document reacting to the assertions made by the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. This was addressed to the co-Chairmen of the
Steering Committee of the Conference on 26 May 1993. None of the States parties
to the proceedings has contested the Commission's right to answer questions
referred to it.
The Commission has taken cognizance of the memorandum, observations and
other materials communicated by Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Slovenia, which have been passed on to all
the successor States to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia ha submitted no memorandum or observations on the
questions referred.
While they are linked, questions 5 (a) and 5 (b) are distinct enough to be
answered separately.
A.

Question 5 (a)

1.
Although municipal laws are merely facts in international law (Certain
German Interests in Polish Upper Silesia, 1926 PCIJ, Ser. A, No. 7, 12), account
must nevertheless be taken of the structure and responsibilities of the National
Bank of Yugoslavia as set out in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
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Constitution of 21 February 1974 and in the National Bank of Yugoslavia statute
of November 1989.
As the bank of issue of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the
National Bank of Yugoslavia participated in the exercise of the prerogatives of
sovereignty. Moreover, as a composite of banking institutions - central,
republican and provincial - it was responsible for carrying out common currency
issue, credit and foreign exchange policy, and it had close institutional
relations with Parliament.
The National Bank of Yugoslavia, then, partook of the State power of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, whose dissolution led simultaneously
to the disintegration of the collective structure of the National Bank of
Yugoslavia.
2.
None of the organs of the National Bank of Yugoslavia, therefore, can take
legitimate decisions in respect of property, rights and interests that should be
divided among the successor States to the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia.
No decision in such matters taken by the Governor of the National Bank of
Yugoslavia on his own authority would have any legal validity once the former
collective organization has ceased to exist.
3.
Only if, outside the pre-existing institutional framework, collaboration
between the central banks of the States emerging from the dissolution ·of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had continued could the National Bank
of Yugoslavia be considered to be a coordinating agency acting on their behaif
for purposes of jurisdictio inter volentes to effect - rather than obstruct the division of the property, rights and interests of the former Socialist
Federal Republ~c of Yugoslavia.
4.
As this is not the case, the Arbitration Commission takes the view that the
National Bank of Yugoslavia is not entitled to take decisions affecting
property, rights and interests to be divided between the successor States in
accordance with the principles of State succession.
B.

Question 5 (b)

s. Given the answer to question 5 (a), decisions taken by the National Bank of
Yugoslavia as an organ of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia committed
that state. The rights and obligations deriving from those decisions
consequently pass to the successor States and must be divided among them in
accordance with the principles of international law rehearsed by the Commission
in opinion No. 9. This does not apply to ordinary commitments entered into by
the National Bank of Yugoslavia acting as a bank with its own legal personality.
6.
This distinction is applicable to rights and obligations of the National
Bank of Yugoslavia deriving from international agreements it has entered into.
The answer to the first part of question 5 (b) therefore depends in each case
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upon the nature of the agreement and upon the National Bank of Yugoslavia's
commitments.
7.
However, the Arbitration Commission would underline the fact that the
rights and obligations of the National Bank of Yugoslavia, as an organ of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, which are therefore subject to State
succession (see supra, para. 5), do not pass automatically to the central banks
of the States emerging from the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia:
it is for each of the successor States to determine, by virtue of
its sovereign constitutional powers, how these rights are to be exercised and
these obligations discharged - rights and obligations which they may assume
either directly or through their central banks.
8.
As regards the financial agreement of 20 September 1988 between the
National Bank of Yugoslavia and Manufacturers Hanover Limited, acting for the
international creditors, the Commission would point out that the National Bank
of Yugoslavia acted together with other Yugoslav banking institutions presenting
themselves expressly as legal persons accepting on their own behalf the
obligations deriving from the agreement (notably sects. 1.01 and 10.01) and that
the parties to the agreement made the discharge of their obligations subject to
the law of a third State (sect. 14.12) and, in the event of a dispute, to the
jurisdiction of various ordinary Yugoslav or foreign courts (sect. 14.08).
In the event of any dispute over the interpretation or application of the
agreement, it is therefore for the parties to refer it to one of the courts that
have jurisdiction under the agreement itself.
9.
The Commission notes, however, that the successor States to the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia have succeeded it in so far as it had assumed the
obligations of guarantor under the agreement of 20 September 1988.
Should the application of this principle give rise to problems, it would be
for the States concerned to resort to arbitration or some other mode of peaceful
settlement of their disputes.
10.

The Arbitration Commission consequently takes the view:

(a) That problems arising from the rights and obligations of the National
Bank of Yugoslavia deriving from international agreements concluded by it are to
be resolved by reference to the terms of the agreements and, in case of dispute,
are to be referred to the _appropriate courts; and
(b) That this holds good in particular for rights and obligations deriving
from the financial agreement of 1988 entered into by the National Bank of
Yugoslavia and other Yugoslav banking institutions with foreign commercial
banks.

Paris, 13 August 1993
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Annex
Report of the Co-Cha i rmen of the Steering Committee
on the activities of the International Conference on
the Former Yugoslavia

INTRODUCTION
1.
On 29 December 1993, the Security Council received a report of the
Co-Chairmen giving an account of developments in the search for peace in Bosnia
and Herzegovina following meetings held in Geneva on 21 December and in Brussels
on 22 and 23 December (S/26922).

I.

CONTINUING CONTACTS

2.
Since the submission of that report, the Co - Chairmen maintained contacts
with the parties to the conflict and with the Governments ot neighbouring
countries. The Co-Chairmen travelled to Vienna on 4 and 5 January 1994 for
consul t a tions with Prime Minister H. Silajdzic of Bosnia a~d Herzegovina and
Foreign l'<i_nister M. Granic of the Republic of Croatia. Wh~le in Vienna, the
Co-Chai rmt n had talks with Austrian Foreign Minister A. Mock. On s January, the
Co-Chairm-~a went to Belgrade for discussions with President .s. Milosevic and
with Bosnian Serb leaders. On 6 January, the Co-Chairmen visited Budapest for
discussion s with Hungarian Foreign Minister G . Jeszenszky. The same day, the
Co-Chairmen went to Bonn for consultations with German Foreign
Minister K. Kinkel. On 7 January, the Co-Chai rmen had consultations i n Par is
with French Foreign Minister A . Juppe. On 9 and 10 January, . the Co-Chai rmen had
discussions in Bonn with Presidents A. Izetbegovi c and F. Tudjman. On
16 January, the Co-Chairmen had meetings in Athens with Mr. . K. Papoulias, the
incoming President of the European Union Council of Minist~rs .

II .

PEACE TALKS, 18 AND 19 JANUARY 1994

3.
On 18 and 19 January 1994, resumed peace talks were held in Geneva with the
attendance of Presidents Bulatovic, Izetbegovic , Milosevic and Tudjman, as well
as ·Mr . Karadzic and Mr. Akmadzic.
4.
It will be recalled that it had been hoped to conclude an overall
settlement based on the HMS Invincible package, with each of the three peoples
having their own majority republic within an overall union but with the
additional features suggested in the European Union action plan whereby, in
particular, the Muslim-majority Republic would have a minimum of 33.3 per cent
of the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina; as had emerged .in discussion, the
Cr oat-majority Republic would have 17 . 5 per cent; the Muslim-majority Republic
would have, as has been suggested by President Tudjman, a .~ ract of land on the
peninsula of Peljesac instead of on the Isthmus of Klek a,nd this woul d have a
port and tourist facilities; and all sides would continue .to commit themselves
to upholding international norms of human rights, includi~g the right of
refugees and displaced persons to return to their homes.
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5.
During the round of talks on 18 and 19 January, a map proposed by the
Bosnian Serbs was oh the table offering the Muslim-majority Republic
33.56 per cent (see appendix I}. The Republic of Croatia stated its willingness
to sign linked agreements providing the Muslim-majority Republic with 99-year
leases for use of a port at Place, a port on the Neretva River at Celevo, from
which seagoing cargo boats or tourist passenger boats could link up with their
facilities in Place or the existing small port on the Peljesac peninsula.
6.
Detailed provisions committing all parties to international human rights
conventions and making available specialized human rights machinery of the
Council of Europe were maintained.
7.
The Bosnian Serbs and the Bosnian Croats declared their willingness to
pursue discussions to settle, as between them, the delimitation of territory so
as to assure the Bosnian Croats 17.5 per cent of territory.
President Izetbegovic, however, while not rejecting the figure of 17.5 per cent,
entered a reservation that this must not be to the detriment of the
Muslim-majority Republic.
8.
President Izetbegovic acknowledged that the Muslim-majority Republic was
being offered 33.56. per cent. He submitted, however, that the map should be
altered so as to include in the territory allocated to the Muslim-majority
Republic certain areas in eastern and western Bosnia where the Muslims had been
in the majority before the outbreak of the conflict, as well as certain areas in
central Bosnia, while keeping within the target of 33.3 per cent.
9.
The Co-Chairmen had painstaking discussions with the three sides in order
to help them to overcome the remaining hurdles to a peace agreement. However,
President Izetbegovic maintained his decision on territory. The Bosnian Serbs
said they had made concession after concession in order to achieve peace, most
recently reverting to · their former position of accepting international
administration for Sarajevo, and they could go no further. The Bosnian Croats
insisted that the areas sought by President Izetbegovic in central Bosnia were
vital for the Croat ~majority Republic.
10. The Co-Chairmen felt that it was imperative that all concerned found a way
to overcome this remaining hurdle over the allocation of territory.
Accordingly, they.consulted the parties concerning an arbitration procedure for
breaking the impasse. After those consultations, the Co-Chairmen submitted to
the parties a procedure (see appendix II}, whereby the disputed territory could
be referred to an arbitration commission and its recommendations come to the
Security Council after a peace agreement has been implemented and forces
withdrawn to the provisional boundaries on the map in appendix I.
11. The Bosnian Serbs and the Bosnian Croats were willing to accept these
procedures. The Bosnian Muslims rejected. them because, President Izetbegovic
stated, too many areas of importance to the Muslim-majority Republic would be
left unresolved and they were unwilling to have Serb or Croat forces remaining
in the disputed terri'tories that they consider should be in their Republic. The
Bosnian Serbs said that; in the light of the Bosnian Muslim's rejection of the
proposed arbitration commission, they would, in any future negotiations, be
unwilling to remain within a Union of three republics, but that they would hope
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to be able to continue to accept United Nati ons administration for Sarajevo
district. They felt that the Serb-majority Republic would henceforth have to be
considered as independent from the Muslim- majority Republic.
12 ; Faced with the danger of renewed and intensified conflict and aware of the
deep concern of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
Mrs. S. Ogata, the Co-Chairmen felt that they had to find a way to keep the
parties engaged in the peace process and to meet again in the near future.
Accordingly, they proposed that the parties establish hot lines, that they
exchange representatives in one another's headquarters in Sarajevo, Mostar and
Pale and that the Bosnian parties should meet again in Geneva on
10 February 1994 to consider the effectiveness of these arrangements and other
practical confidence-building measures to reduce the level of fighting. All
agreed to meet, but President Izetbegovic said he would nee4 to consult his
military on the idea of exchanging representatives. All three sides did,
however, agree to return to Geneva on 10 February to examine the results of the
efforts of the working group .
13. The Co-Chairmen view this further failur e to finalize and agree on a peace
settlement with considerable concern . There can be no escaping the reality that
the three warring parties are now at risk of increased fighting and that more
territorial issues could be settled on the battlefield than at the negotiating
table. This is taking place at a time when their people are ..suffering immense
hardship in the middle of winter, despite the best efforts of the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the United Nations Protection
Force and other agencies. While the fighting continues, very probably at an
increased intensity, many people will lack the basic essentials for life: food,
warmth and shelter.
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Appendix II
Article 1
(a) The provisional boundaries of the constituent republics shall be as
set out in annex A, part 1. The Muslim-majority Republic shall be provided with
a minimum of 33.33 per cent of territory and the Bosnian Serb Party has
undertaken to ensure that the Croat-majority Republic has 17.5 per cent . The
Bosnian Muslim Party, while not rejecting the figure of 17.5 per cent, has a
reservation that it must not be to the detriment of the Muslim-majority
Republic. Except as provided in (b) and (c), the boundaries of the Republics
may be changed only by the procedure provided for amending this Constitutional
Agreement.
(b) Marginal changes in the boundaries set out in annex A may be made by
agreement between the Parties on the recommendation of a Boundary Commission ,
which shall receive evidence from those specifically affected by them. The
Commission shall consist of five persons appointed by the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, of whom three shall be persons recommended the
representatives of the three constituent peoples.
(c) Substantial changes in the boundaries involving the following disputed
territories - Bosanska Krupa, Bosanski Novi, Brcko, Bugojno, Busovaca, Donji
Vakuf, Gornji Vakuf, Kiseljak, Kresevo, Novi Travnik, Sanski Most, Ustikolina,
Visegrad, Vitez, Zvornik - and an exchange of territory of high population
density with a predominantly serb population in the District of Sarajevo for
areas of lower population density in eastern Bosnia, in particular Zepa and
Srebrenica, which might alter the 33.33 per cent allocation to the
Muslim-ma j ority Republic, can be agreed under the procedures specified in
paragraph 1 (b), but, in the event no agreement is reached, any difference can
be referred to an Arbitration Commission appointed by the President of the
International Court of Justice after consultation with the parties. The
recommendations of the Commission shall be addressed, in the first instance, to
the parties, and only if there is disagreement be referred to the Security
Council.
(d) There shall be no border controls on boundaries between the
constituent republics, and there shall be free movement of persons, goods and
services throughout the territory of the Union of Republics of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
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LETTER DATED 20 JANUARY 1994 FROM THE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES A.I •.
OF THE PERMANENT MISSION OF YUGOSLAVIA TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT FT~ SECURITY COUNCIL
With reference to Mr. Silajdzic's letter dated 7 December 1993 (S/1994/4),
upon instructions of my Government, I have the honour to point out the
following:
The Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia denies in the
strongest terms the malicious charges contained in the said letter and its
enclosure. These shameless fabrications, advanced by Mr. Silajdzic, are put
forward in order _to misguide the Security Council and represent one of the
numerous attempts to postpone the achievement of a political solution based on
the agreement of all three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
In the enclosure, the Bosnian Muslims claim that a number of violations of
the no-fly zone, perpetrated by the "Serbian aviation", occurred in the period
between 2 November and 4 December 1993 and that the Bosnian Serb forces, in
their offensives, used chemical and biological weapons, surface-to-surface
missiles and cassette bombs.
Regarding the allegations contained in enclosure A of Mr. Silajdzic's
letter, it should be noted that the data contained in it are in complete
contravention with the information on the apparent violations of the flights ban
in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina, contained in the Secretary-General's
notes addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/24900/Add.94-100).
According to those reports, in the above-mentioned period between
2 November and 4 December 1993, there were 78 unauthorized flights in the
airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina, of which 48 have been attributed to the
Bosnian Croats, 17 to the Bosnian Serbs and 10 to the "Government of Bosnia and
Herzegovina". One flight occurred on the border between areas controlled by the
"Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina" and Bosnian Croats and two flights
occurred in the contested area .

Mr. Silajdzic's hatred of the Serbs led him to make up the flights of the
"Serbian aviation" despite the fact that none of those flights listed in the
enclosure A correspond to the information provided by the official United
94-03562 (E)
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Nations sources. He is also putting the blame on the Federal Republic Of
Yugoslavia for interference in Bosnia and Herzegovina, stating that some of the
alleged air raids, which according to Mr. Silajdzic took place on
28 November 1993, had originated from the territory of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslav.ia.
This assertion is in total contravention with the Secretary-General's note
dated 30 November 1993 addressed to the President of .the Security Council
(S/24900/Add.98), in which it is stated, inter alia, that: "Between 27 and
29 November 1993, there appear to have been no flights of fixed- or rotary-wing
aircraft in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina other than those exempted in
accordance with paragraph 1 of resolution 816 (1993) or approved by the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in accordance with paragraph 2 of that
resolution". Besides, none of the remaining violations mentioned in the letter
of Mr. Silajdzic took place, which is supported by the reports of the United
Nations and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces that monitor the
no-fly zone over Bosnia and Herzegovina with the most sophisticated equipment.
And finally, United Nations military observers, deployed on a 24-hour basis at
the airfields in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, did not report on any
occasion so far, that -the aircraft of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia Air
Force had been engaged in the action in the territory of the former Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Those reports are also supported by the United states Chairman of the Joint
Chief of Staff, General John Shalikashvili, who, at the briefing in the White
House on 4 January 1994, stated: "In the case of helicopters, repeatedly the
United Nations commanders on the ground have indicated that the helicopter
flights that are being observed are ~ot militarily significant and that their
recommendation is that we do not - that NATO not take on the helicopter flights.
It's different with fixed-wing aircraft, and I don't think you have any reports
of any fixed-wing aircraft flying - unauthorized fixed-wing aircraft flying over
Bosnia".
Mr. Silajdzic states in enclosure C, among other things, that on 7 November
Serbian forces shelled the area of Gorazde with "chemical and biological
warheads" and that, as of 11 November, "the villages of ••• Zubeta ••• in the
vicinity of Olovo were totally burnt down". However, the updated UNPROFOR
situation report for 10-12 November states that "The Muslim village of Zubeta,
south-east of Vares, is still under BH control". Furthermore, it should be also
noted that the UNPROFOR situation report of 7 November 1993 makes no mention of
"chemical and biological warheads".
However, the Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia wishes, on
this occasion, to draw attent i on to the use of chemical weapons by the Musl i m
side in the civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Throughout the previous year,
several high-ranking political and military Muslim leaders threatened the use of
chemical weapons (A. Izetbegovic at the end of June 1993; president of the Tuzla
region and the Commander of the Second Corps of the "Armed Forces of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" in June 1993; UNPROFOR in its updated
situation report on 20 October 1993 stated that the Bosnian Muslim commander in
Tuzla admitted the use of chemical grenades in the area). The London-based
"Defence and Foreign Affairs Strategic Policy " publication on 31 August 1993
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reported that the Bosnian Muslim armed forces were using chemical weapons in
north-central Bosnia, and that they were developing them with the assistance of
"five chemical warfare experts" from a Middle East country. In distinction from
groundless accusations advanced by the Muslim representative on the account of
the Bosnian Serbs and for the alleged usage of the chemical means, the following
verifiable facts should be taken into account: starting from 20 November 1993,
the Muslim forces in the former Bosnia and Herzegovina began using chlorinebased chemical means in the area of Majevica, Teocak and Medjedja. Thus, as a
result of those activities, in the Republic Srpska there were 25 poisoned
persons, both military and civilian. Those activities were performed on
29 November 1993 and 7, 14, 15, 16 and 23 December 1993. The Muslims fired the
chemical mines from 82-mm and 120-mm mortars, shelling 8 to 36 mines per target.
Regarding enclosure D about the alleged use of surface-to-surface missiles
and cassette bombs, Mr. Silajdzic has put forward facts devoid of truth. All
updated UNPROFOR situation reports for the period 20 November to 3 December 1993
fail to identify rockets and cassette bombs that have been seen only by
Mr. Silajdzic.
What is at stake here is one more slanderous campaign whose sole purpose is
to condemn unjustly the Serbs and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on the
basis of the fabricated and unsubstantiated reports and accounts.
One can only conclude that the only source of Mr. Silajdzic"s information
are already tendentious and distorted reports by well-known ham radio operators.
The Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia strongly considers that the
Security Council, in its deliberations, should rely only on information which is
confirmed by official United Nations sources.
I should be grateful if you would have this letter circulated as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.
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To:

The Secretary-General

J.rax No:

1-2)2-.963 2155

Copy:

Gharekan

Fax No:

1-212-963 2155

Copy:

Goulding

Fax No:

1-212-963 5065

Copy:

Annan

Fax No:

1-212-963 9222

Copy:

-~kashi

Fax No:

385-41 170 099

Fax No:

41-22 917 0079

}from:

~~Stoltenberg

Date:

19 January 1994

Subject:

Croat-Serb Declaration

If transmission incomplete please telephone (41 .. 22) 917 1200

Attached is a document signed in Gent:va today by the Foreign Ministers of Croatia and
Serbia on the margins of the talks taking place here .
Regards .
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UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION

JOIN'!' DECLARATION
The Republic of Croatia and the

Federai

Republic of Yugoslavia,

Proceeding from positive experiences in joint: endeavours t;o
promote peace processes in the solution . oz the crisis in the
'territory of the rormer Yugoslavia,

Guided by the UN Charter and 5asic CSCB documents, ,
Aspiring to establish goodneighbourly relations and wishing to
cont:ribute in a resolute way to the just and las'ting solution of
the crisis in the Zormer Yugoslavia, and to re-establish
stability in this pa.rt ~f Europe,
Have agreed to st:art the process or normalization of their mu-tual
rela.t:ions.
st:ep in that direction they have decided to open
o~Licial representations of the two Govermnent:s in Zagreb and
As the first

Belgrade - the Of~ice or the Republic o~ Croatia in Belgrade and
the Ofrice of the Federal Republic o~ Yugoslavia in. Zagreb.
'I'he opening or these orfices should racilitate the relations and
con t:acts between the two States, contribute to the development
of mutual conZidence, including the process of nor.maiization of
Croato-Serbian relations, in the interest of peace, cooperation
and stability in the region .
The Governments of the Republic 0£ Croatia and t:he Fede.rai
Republic oL Yugoslavia will provide the technical and other
facilities ror the work 0£ the oxrices which will s'tart operating
on February 15, 1994.

Geneva, January 19, 1994

Minister or Foreign Mfairs
or the Republic of Croatia

Minister o~ Foreign Affairs
0£ the Federal. Republic of
Yu~oslavia

Dr . . a'te Granic

Hr. Vladislav Jovanovic
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Notes of the Secretary-General's meeting with his Special
Representative for the former Yugoslavia
Held at the ' Palais des Nations'. Geneva. on 17 January 1994
at 10:45 a.m .
Present:
The
Mr .
Mr .
Ms.
Mr .

Secretary-General
Gharekhan
Goulding
Kane
Briscoe

!

Mr. Yasushi Akashi, Special
Representative of the SecretaryGeneral for the former Yugoslavia
Mr. Peter Schmitz

Mr. Akashi handed the Secretary-General an analysis of the
two requests made by NATO at its summit meeting the previous week
re l at i ng t o the rotation of the UNPROFOR troops in Srebrenica and
the opening of Tuzla airport for humanitarian relief purposes.
He ment ione d that Ge ne r a l Cot was due to return to the mission
area on 25 Janua ry and General Briquemont was no longer on leave.
Mr . Akashi considered Gener a l Briquemont to be level-headed and
t o have good judgement. The Secretary-General noted that both
Genera ls h a d good judgement but the question of being good
commanders was some thing e l se . Mr. Akashi agreed that
Ge ne ral Cot was sometime s impulsive .
With r e f e rence to the s i tuation in Srebrenica, Mr. Akashi
sa id t h a t the Serb leade r s hip had raised no difficult i es
r e gard ing the replaceme nt of the Canadian contingent. Therefore,
i n order to test the Serbs ' sincer i ty, a reconnaissance team
would be dispatched to Sre bre nica i n the next four to five days.
UNPROFOR had not yet gaine d a ssurances f r om the Serb mi litary
but, since President Milosevic and Dr. Karadzic had s aid that t he
rotation coul d go a head , the military should be pressed to accept
the new troops .
With regard to Tuzla, Mr. Akashi felt that the UN should be
more careful . Tuzla was being supplied by road, and UNHCR and
other organizations felt that there was no immediate danger to
the population . The people were not starving. If the airport
were to be opened by force, more troops would be needed and one
might find afterwards that the five countries which were
participating i n the a irlift r efused to allow their planes to
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land there for fear that they would be attacked by Serb
artillery. Therefore, Mr. Akashi did not consider the suggestion
to be very constructive. Furthermore, forcing the opening of
Tuzla airport might have an adverse effect on the situation in
Sarajevo which, although occasionally attacked, was still being
supplied by the United Nations with the agreement of the parties.
UNHCR agreed with UNPROFOR that it would be useful to open Tuzla
but that it was not essential.
To use air power for a pre-emptive attack would make
UNPROFOR the enemy of the Serbs and would create a situation of
active enforcement and not peace-keeping. Mr. Akashi did not
recommend a complete change in the nature of UNPROFOR.
certainly, the Security Council should be asked to provide more
troops.
Mr. Akashi felt that it was important to distinguish between
the different uses of air power. The Secretary-General might
authorise close air support if UN soldiers were in clear danger
through an intentional and massive attack. However, to use air
strikes for other objectives, such as the reopening of Tuzla
airport, would constitute an offensive action by UNPROFOR, with
the support of NATO, "and we should be extremely careful".
Mr. Akashi gathered that senior US military officials had said
that air attacks were possible but that they would not achieve
. anything. He considered this view to be sound.
The Secretary-General observed that military officials said
one thing, whereas politicians said something else; the
United Nations and the Secretary-General were then accused of
being obstructive. One had to act but it was important to have a
good analysis in case this was needed for the Security Council.
Politicians, including Mr. Leotard and Mr. Balladur, were making
speeches to the effect that Tuzla airport should be opened by
force while the Secretariat was portrayed as being against this.
What the Secretary-General had in mind was a fall-back position,
namely, that he would submit Mr. Akashi's report to the Security
council, explain that the study had been requested by NATO, and
seek the views of the Council. This would safeguard the
Secretariat and the Secretary-General against accusations that
they were dragging their feet.
Mr. Goulding quoted from the NATO declaration in which NATO
had urged UNPROFOR "to draw up urgently plans to ensure that the
rotation of the UNPROFOR contingent in Srebrenica can take place
and to examine how the airport at Tuzla can be opened for
humanitarian relief purposes". The paper which Mr. Akashi had
produced reverted to an earlier stage, namely, the question of
the feasibility of using military force against the Serbs to
ensure the rotation of the contingent in Srebrenica and to open
Tuzla airport. This report might be viewed negatively by the
Security Council. Perhaps what was needed was a paper giving the
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arguments in favour of the use of force, however weak they were,
as well as the arguments against, and to let the Security Council
decide.
The Secretary-General supported this idea. He questioned,
however, whether the United Nations could prepare a study on the
basis of a request by NATO. Mr. Goulding did not feel that this
was a problem; the Secretary-General could simply say that he had
decided to let Mr. Akashi conduct the study and to present the
results of it to the Secretary-General in the form of a paper
giving the pros and cons. The Secretary-General would then
transmit this to the Council. The Secretary-General felt that
another approach might be to tell the Council that UNPROFOR had
conducted the study but to keep it confidential. Mr. Goulding
warned that something had to be given to the Security Council.
The Secretary-General was coming under emotional pressure on this
question; he could tell the Council that he had reservations
about the use of air power, but that he had decided to make
recommendations in the form of a paper.
Mr. Gharekhan suggested that, since Mr. Akashi's presence at
the meeting was public information, the Secretary-General should
say that he had asked him to carry out a study and should
announce something by the end of that day. The Secretary-General
agreed that a short announcement could be prepared to the effect
that he had discussed with Mr. Akashi the situation in Srebrenica
and Tuzla and would hold a meeting later that day with
Mr. Stoltenberg, Mr. Akashi and Mrs. Ogata.
Following that
meeting, a second press release could be issued.
Mr. Goulding felt that the statements released that day
should be of a procedural nature, bearing in mind the Russian
demarche about consultations with the Security Council before air
power was authorized. The Secretary-General would have to decide
whether contact should be established with NATO Secretary-General
Woerner. The Secretary-General wondered whether it would be
useful for Mr. Goulding to travel to NATO Headquarters in
Brussels to discuss what should be done if the Serbs refused the
rotation of the contingent in Srebrenica.
Mr. Goulding reported that Dr. Karadzic had responded
favourably to the request to allow the contingent to be rotated
with the caveat that this issue should be discussed with General
Mladic. Mr. Akashi added that President Milosevic had also seen
no difficulties. The only problem was that General Mladic was
currently abroad. Mr. Schmitz said that UNPROFOR had been
instructed to obtain such clearance at the military level by
later that day. Mr. Goulding noted that on a number of occasions
the politicians had said 'yes' but General Mladic had said 'no'.
One should not place too much weight on Dr. Karadzic's
assurances. Mr. Akashi agreed that General Mladic had more
influence.
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Mr. Gharekhan enquired what would happen if the rotation o f
the contingent could not be achieved by peaceful means.
Mr. Akashi said that the Secretary-General would then have to
report to the Security Council that UNPROFOR had encountered
difficulties. Mr. Goulding felt that the bottom line was whether
the Security Council was prepared to go to war with the Serbs.
The Secretary-General did not wish to be accused of placing the
Security Council in a difficult position, if it had no intention
of engaging in peace-enforcement. Consultations would have to be
conducted with the Council beforehand regarding the contents of
the letter from the Secretary-General to the Council. Provoking
the Council would be counterproductive and would further
undermine the credibility of the United Nations as a whole.
Mr. Goulding asked how the Secretary-General could establish
what the Security Council wanted to do.
If he raised this
question with the permanent members of the Council this would be
seen by the West as giving an opportunity for the Russians to
influence matters. The Secretary-General said that he would try
to have direct talks with the members of the Security Council in
order to see what could be done. He would discuss with them what
they wanted from the Secretariat. Mr. Gharekhan agreed that the
Secretary-General should consult with the permanent members
individually, but there was also the question of the Islamic and
other Non-Aligned countries. They would expect the SecretaryGeneral to recommend air strikes because a peaceful solution had
not been possible. They felt that the Secretary-General now had
the authority to say what should be done.
Mr. Goulding described the military authorities in London as
being very sceptical about the value of using air strikes to
facilitate the passage of relief convoys. The United Nations
would undoubtedly hear from advocates of air strikes that it was
exaggerating the military capacity of the Serbs and that one
strike would persuade them to cooperate. The Secretary-General
said that he had always maintained that at least one air strike
should be used in order to preserve the credibility of the United
Nations. Mr. Goulding warned that this could provoke a number of
adverse consequences. Mr. Akashi stated that "such a blunt
instrument is justified only in the case of a dire attack against
troops".
The Secretary-General pointed out that resolution 836
suggested that air power could be used to defend the safe areas .
Mr. Akashi asserted that safe areas did not exist. The safe
areas were supposed to be demilitarized, but the Bosnian army was
using them to provoke the Serbs, and Serb retaliation was
justified. The Secretary-General p o .int ed ou r. that t his c ould not
be said publicly. Continuing, Mr. Aka shi ma inta ined that in
Sarajevo the Bosnians were attacking the Serbs, a 11d he had told
Dr. Karadzic that it was "stupid" to retaliate by firing five
times as many shells into Sarajevo. Dr. Karadzic had accept ed
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this point and had explained that the Serbs resorted to using
artillery since they did .not have large numbers of infantry.
Mr. Akashi had therefore asked Dr. Karadzic why the Serbs did not
reinforce their infantry.
Mr. Goulding said that he would have to read Mr. Akashi's
paper. Any statement issued by the United Nations would have to
make clear that the Secretary-General's report contained the
input of his military advisers. Mr. Akashi confirmed that his
paper indeed included the recommendations of the military.

Neil Briscoe
28 January 1994
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Notes of the Secretary-General's meeting with the DirectorGeneral of the Foreign Policy Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Japan
Held at the 'Palais des Nations'. Geneva. on 17 January 1994
at 11:30 a.m.
Present:
The Secretary-General
Mr. Akashi
Mr. Briscoe

Mr. Shunji Yanai, Director-General,
Foreign Policy Bureau, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Japan
Aides

The Secretary-General enquired how Mr. Yanai's trip to the
former Yugoslavia had gone. Mr. Yanai replied that it had been a
very useful fact-finding trip. He had met with Vice-President
Ganie and other Muslim leaders. He and his delegation had been
stranded overnight in Sarajevo, during which time there had
appeared to be more outgoing than incoming shells. Mr. Akashi
agreed with this and remarked that the Muslims were,
nevertheless, always depicted as the victims. The SecretaryGeneral felt that one party had won in the military field, while
the other party had won in the field of information and still
believed that it could win militarily. Mr. Akashi added that
or. Karadzic accepted that he had lost the media war.
Mr. Yanai said that he had gained the impression that the
Muslim side was not ready to sign an agreement to partition
Bosnia and Herzegovina; they had confidence and their morale was
high. In Croatia the distrust between Serbs and Croats ran so
deep that there was no prospect for reconciliation there,
especially in the UN Protected Areas. The secretary-General
mentioned that he had heard that the Serbs were providing the
Muslims with weapons with which to fight the Croats. Mr. Akashi
confirmed that this had happened in Bihac.
Mr. Yanai related that he had also travel.led to Macedonia,
which had been very calm, and to Serbia. A p,n:antially difficult
issue was the plight of the Albanians ih Koso'1o, "We think we can
do something in order to stabilise the economic and social
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conditions . .This is one area in which we can make a
contribution".
Mr. Akashi said .that the people of Macedonia were very
appreciative of the United Nations' preventive presence there.
Currently, there were 300 US troops and 700 Nordic troops. In
particular, the Macedonians liked the American presence.
President Gligorov , who appeared to be very wise, had asked
Mr. Akashi to transmit his appreciation to the Secretary-General.
Mr. Yanai mentioned that the President had told him the same
thing.
Mr. Yanai had visited one US observer post in Macedonia and
had been very pleased to see that American soldiers were serving
under the command of a Danish General. Mr. Yanai believed that
this was the first time that US soldiers were serving "in the
traditional way of peace-keeping forces".
·
Mr. Yanai had also travelled to Belgrade where he had spoken
to F"HY Foreign Minister Jovanovic. The Foreign Minister had
descr i bed the efforts which Serbia was making to receive
ref ees, which had impressed Mr. Yanai. Mr. Jovanovic had
appe l ed to Japan to help with the refugees and Mrs. Ogata shared
the opinion that assistance was needed. Mr. Yanai believed that
Japan could make a contribution in this context, not just in
Croatia, but also in Serbia.
The Secretary-General asked whether he had been able to find
a solution to the question of establishing a symbolic Japanese
presence in the former Yugoslavia. Mr. Yanai replied that this
might be possible in the field of humanitarian assistance,
especially with refugee issues. Assistance could also be given
to hospitals. In Zagreb, he had visited a hospital which had had
medical staff, but lacked sophisticated equipment and medicines.
He had not had time to visit a hospital in Serbia.
The Secretary-General then described the letter which he had
written to the Prime Minister of Italy seeking assistance for the
trust fund for Mozambique. If Japan was able to help this would
be very important and any contribution it made would be under the
supervision of the Japanese Ambassador in Maputo. The whole
problem in Mozambique was that the United Nations was unable to
obtain funding. The Secretary-General had invited Mr. Dhlakama
to spend a week in New York in the hope that this could defuse
the present tension. In the meantime the Secretary-General was
trying his best to raise money. Mr. Yanai commented that he had
described these difficulties to his colleagues in Tokyo .
Continuing, the Secretary-_G_gnera! sa i d tl,a t one or two
hundred million dollars were required tor a peace-keeping
operation whereas only a few million dollars could help a
liberation movement transform its~lf into a political party.
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This could prevent the outbreak of a new conflict which could
cost hundreds of millions of dollars. Mr. Yanai understood this.
Following the Secretary-General's visit to Tokyo there had been a
long New Year's vacation in Japan, but he would raise the
question again when he returned to Tokyo.
Reverting to the situation in the former Yugoslavia,
the Secretary-General said that the Secretariat and he personally
were under terrible pressure because Member States were making
different declarations and urging the Secretariat to take
decisions. The Secretary-General had met eight Foreign Ministers
of the Organization of the Islamic Conference earlier that
morning and they had urged him to take the initiative despite his
explanation that all decisions had to be taken by the Security
Council. In the coming weeks the United Nations would be under
increasing pressure from the international community, including
in particular France, the United Kingdom, the United States and
other members of NATO.
Mr. Yanai said that Japan was very concerned about the
possibility that air strikes would make the United Nations lose
its impartiality in the conflict and would hamper the work of its
personnel, including UNHCR and UNPROFOR. What, in the SecretaryGeneral's opinion, were the prospects of such air strikes?
The Secretary-General did not know and felt that the members of
NATO were still quite divided. He then thanked Mr. Yanai again
for the interest which Japan was showing in all peace-keeping
operations and asked him to convey his regards to the Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister of Japan. He mentioned that since
leaving Korea he had received no more news of the situation
regarding North Korea.
In conclusion, Mr. Yanai reaffirmed the commitment of the
Japanese Government to supporting the Secretary-General,
Mr. Akashi and Mrs. Ogata.

f..J-<.:, I g,isco< .

Neil Briscoe
26 January 1994
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The attached, dated 3 January, was received here on 13 January and
does not appear to have reached your office. If you wish, I could reply briefly here
on your behalf stating that his concerns and observations have been noted; that we
are aware there have been difficulties and adjustment problems, but that many of
these have been resolved; and that we are confident that he and Mr Akashi will cooperate most effectively in the interests of UNPROFOR. Please advise.
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Zagreb, 3 Janvier 1994

le General d'Armee JEAN COT
Commandant la Force de Protection des
Nations Unles

: .: (<:.,~l

l3/1/ ·1r,

RAPPORT DU GENERAL COT
COMMANDANT LA FORCE DE PROTECTION
DES NATIONS UNIES
A

MONSIEUR LE SECRETAIRE GENERAL
DES NATIONS UNIES

Apres six mo1s passes en qualite de Commandant de la Force de Protection des
Nations Unies en ex-YOUGOSLA VIE, je veux dresser un bilan objectif de ce qui aura ete une
periode difficile atin d'en tirer !es enseignements au moment ou des changements importants
se produisent au sein de la mission. pour les hommes comme pour !'organisation. Ce bilan se
limitera a !'organisation et au fonctionnement de la mission et ne traitera pas du domaine
operationnel.
Durant cette periode. j'ai depense une bonne partie de mon energie a preserver ma
liberte d'action vis-a-vis du SRSG et de New York au detriment de ma mission
essentielle : commander des hommes sur le terrain dans une situation de plus en plus difficile.
On a pu s'etonner et. sans doute. condamner la brutalite de certaines de mes reactions. Mon
choix etait en fait limite : PARTIR - CAPITIJLER - RESISTER. J'ai choisi le troisieme. Je
crois que ma RESISTANCE. dans le domaine de !'organisation de la mission, a fini par avoir
un resultat. Je crots aussi qu'un bi Ian peut avoir un effet positif pour l'avenir.

I-

Le premier mois

Nomme sur tres court preavis, mes debuts ont ete difficiles en raison de l'hostilite, le
mot n'est pas trop fort. dont j'ai ete l'objet de toute part. Aucune consigne ne m'a ete laissee
par mon predecesseur qui avait deja quitte la mission avant mon arrivee. En !'absence du chef
des Affaires Civiles ct du SRSG, il m'a fallu "decouvrir" la mission au moment ou la decision
concemant sa reorganisation venait d'etre hativement prise sans que les modalites
d'application aient ete definies. J'ai, de plus, ete rapidement l'objet d'un harcelement de New
York. de jour et de nuiL concemant des problemes mineurs. Si !'intention avait ete de me faire
echouer d'emblee. ii eut ete difficile de faire mieux ! Heureusement, une amelioration tres
nette a suivi la visite de Monsieur ANNAN, de Monsieur TIIAROOR et du General BARIL
au mois d'Aout.
..J ...
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Relations anc l ;N ;\'ew York

Celles-ci ont ete empreintes au depart d'une attitude condescendante envers un General
fran~ais debarquant comme un OVNI sur la planete de l'ONU. Ce que j'avais pu faire dans
d'autres structures ne semblait pas presenter beaucoup d'interet, a New York, pour cette
mission. Malgre !'amelioration deja citee, des difficultes demeurent:
- \1edia : Les ~ations L'nies a New York restent trop sensibles aux medias surtout
americains et font semblant de ne pas comprendre que n'importe quel joumaliste peut lancer
n'importe quelle infonnation. L:1 FORPRONU en revanche a besoin de temps pour verifier
une infonnation. comptt> tl?nu de son systeme de renseignement tres eloigne d'un systeme
militaire nonnal. PJr aiileurs . ks interets des joumalistes ne correspondent pas a ceux de la
r-orce. Je ne comprcnds done pas !es reactions epidermiques de l'ONU a New York. Je me
suis touiours refuse J rcntrl?r J:ms ce jeu. Je demande que l'Eiv1 des Nations Unies joue le role
Je tiltre en\'ers la FORPRO\"L. et qu'il calme le jeu, comme je le fais pour mes subordonnes,
JU lieu de menre de 1'11Uile sur le feu.
- \loycns
.1'Ji Je nombreuses fois appele !'attention sur !es moyens militaires
qu'impliquent les resolutions adoptees. Ainsi. !es deux bataillons demandes par la Resolution
847 nc sont toujours pas arri\'es six mois apres la decision de leur deploiement et les 7 500
hommes annonccs pJr la Resolution 844 menront au mieux un an pour arri\'er. Tant que le
systeme de "stJ.nd by f1.1rces" ne sera pas effectif. le Secretariat ne denait pas proposer au
Conseil de Secunte des demandes de moyens qui ne peuvent etre rapidement honorees.
- Relations de commandement : Le Commandant de la Force dispose en principe
d'unites sur lesquelles ii exerce son commandement operationnel. sans restrictions. En fait, les
conditions d'emploi sont tellement limitees par certains gouvemements que la capacite
operationnelle de la Force s'en trouve dangereusement reduite. L'exemple le plus recent de
cene situation est SREBRE~ICA. Le manque de troupes disponibles joint aux restrictions
nationales a arnene la FORPRONU a envisager d'abandonner la premiere zone de securite
etablie, huit mois apres sa creation. Ceci n'est naturellement pas acceptable par le Conseil de
Securite. Pour que la FORPRONU puisse conserver sa credibilite et etre efficace, il faut
qu'une decision claire soit prise sur la delegation de commandement. Si une nation n'est pas
prete a accepter cette delegation, alors il faut refuser sa contribution.

- Appui aerien : Apres de nombreux exercices, ii apparait que le delai de quatre
heures environ pour obtenir la premiere autorisation d'emploi de l'arme aerienne ~n cas
d'incident grave est incompressible. Ces delais sont totalement incompatibles avec une
dissuasion credible. Je demande a nouveau la delegation, que vous avez refusee, pour les trois
cas que j'avais evoques :

.. ./...
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• l';maque J1recte sur l'aeropon de SARAJEVO.
• !':maque directe sur une base de la FORPRONU.
• l'anaque Jin:cte contre une operation humanitaire.

L'opmion publique mtemationale ne pourrait admenre que la FORPRONU ne reagisse
pas rapidement i di.: tciks Jttaques significatives alors que !es aYions sont en !'air, prets a
1nter:enir.
.le \ a1s \ cius ~,1 umettre i nou\·eau cette question dans une correspondance particuliere .
.f e \·cius demande de cnn~1Jer~r qu 'il s'agit pour moi d'un probleme majeur pour Iequel je me
bttrai .

f:11 pus1t1r'. :i :::-: !:!~t ~1., uti:_'.ner la qualite des rappons directs que j'ai pu entretenir avec
\ tr.\\·)." _.\\ J..:~u1s , J \ 1,1 1..: ~our l:l. reunion des pays contributeurs que j'a\·ais organisee a
/ .\GREB k .:: .\l1ut : 11 1 >~ \ 1J nmsion ;i \ew York !es 8 et 9 \O\·embrc 1993 m'a permis
i:~alcmcnt J 'Joprotl1nJir 1.:.:s uppons trcs directs a\·ec \'Ous-mcme ct !es ...\mbassadeurs des
t"JYS contnbuteur5 .

III -

!~elations

a,

cc le "-RSG

Lors de mon ..lrrJ\ ee ie I er Juillet 1993. et sans prendre man a\·is. une nouvelle
organisation a ete imposce. ;:-!Jc;ant. ;i un meme ni\'eau trois subordonnes aux responsabilites
tres inegales. le Commandant de la Force. le chef des Affaires Ci\'iles. le chef de
!'administration. L~ Representant Special charge de superviser_i'organisation etant totalement
Jbsent du the.itre. 1.1 m1ss10n ne pou\'ait fonctionner efficacement. Le "peche originel" venait
en fait de l'incompaubilite des deux fonctions de SRSG et de co-president de l'ICFY. Je l'ai dit
le jour de mon arri\·ee. L.1 question est aujourd'hui tranchee. Je voudrais, toutefois, faire
quelques rappels .
Les negociations a GENEVE accaparant le SRSG, celui-ci est demeure totalement
ctranger aux problemes de la mission. II n'a pas fait une seule visite aux etats-majors ou aux
unites pendant !es six mois de sa fonction ce qui I'a completement discredite. De plus, sa
fonction de negociateur i"a parfois amene. sous !'influence de Lord Owen
donner des
missions dangereuses \'Oire hors mandant (Mont Igman en particulier).

a

...!...
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Je peux comprendre qu·un ni:gociateur ait la tentation de se servir de la Force comme moyen
pour arriver a ses tins. Le rcsponsable de la Force peut aussi ne pas l'admettre. L'arrivee de Mr
AKASHI. Representant permanent a ZAGREB, va permettre, comme je l'ai toujours
demande. d'avoir un representant plus responsable et mains preoccupe par la seule negociation
sur la BOSNIE -HERZEGOVI~E.
Le SRSG. rnnscient des consequences de son absence sur le terrain. a fait designer un
adjoint qui n'etait au dcpan qu·un conseiller. J'ai toujours refuse que, dans mon domaine de
responsabilite. ii y an un mtermediaire entre le SRSG et moi. J'ai toujours refuse d'etre sous
!es ordres de !\tr [ IDE. Cette nomination etait censee assurer la permanence du
commandement. En fait. ks absences repetees de Mr EIDE pour se rendre en particulier a
OSLO ou meme rn :\\1ERIQ UE DU SUD sans que j'en sois informe ont completement
discredite le SRSG d son cyuipc.
Comme jc 1·-1, ats propose des le mois de Juillet. le Force Commander doit etre
!'adjoint designe du SRS(j ..i,ec probablement un adjoint du SRSG pour !es problemes
politiques. Votre reccntc d-:cis1on dans ce domaine ne peut done que me satisfaire.
Une des causes J c cont1it permanent et grave avec le Representant Special a ete
!'incomprehension pJI cdu1-c1 Ju role d'un chef militaire et de la necessite de lui donner des
directives claires. L: R.cpn:sentant Special m'a tres souvent reproche de sortir de mon role ;
ainsi. mes decisions conccmant l'cntrainement pour l'appui aerien et les vols a basse altitude
sur SARAJEVO ant etc contcstces alors que, en revanche. j'etais laisse sans aucun soutien
lorsqu'une patrouilk FORPRONU etait neutralisee a SARAJEVO le 17 Octobre ou que,
malgre mes demandes rcitcrees. aucune directive n'etait donnee concernant !'attitude avoir
vis-a-vis de Mr /\BDIC Jans la poche de BIHAC. Un chef militaire doit recevoir des
directives generates pour accompagner le processus politique. II doit ensuite disposer de la
liberte d'action necessa1re pour rcmplir sa mission. Mr STOLTENBERG n'a jamais pu ou
voulu comprendre cda .

a

. Le dernier point que je voudrais mentionner concemant les rapports avec le SRSG
concerne la branchc des :\ffaires Civiles et, plus particulierement, le domaine de
!'Information. J'ai demandc des le depart que les responsabilites de chacun soient etablies
clairement et qu'on fasse au Force Commander la part qui lui revient dans ce domaine. Je me
suis heurte a un mur. a\·ec un SRSG absent, un DSRSG fuyant et un HCA en naufrage. Ma
premiere rencontre avec Mr AKASHI me donne bon espoir de trouver une solution clans le
domaine des relations publiques. II a en effet souscrit a l'idee d'une organisation civilomilitaire integree dans le domaine de !'information. C'est a !'evidence la bonne solution.
*

* *

.. ./...
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IV -

Relations a\'ec le chef des Affaires Civiles

D'une 1·:i~on ~cnerJie. ks relations avec le chef des Affaires Ci\·iles ont ete
cJracterisees p:ir L.1 mbigu1te. !I ne pouvait y avoir de cooperation veritable entre le chef
militaire que je surs ct un h:iut lonctionnaire de l'ONU uniquement preoccupe du deroulement
Je sa camere.
Lne tentatm~ c.k co ot'a:ition a donne des resultats prometteurs lorsque. a ma demande,
un groupe d':inalyse CI\ rlo-nlllitaire a ete cree pour determiner !es mesures a prendre pour
l':ipplic:nion de la RJsoiutron 871. \1alheureusement. le HCA a decide de mettre fin a ce
tra\·ai! qui a\ :iit pounant PL'r!C ses fruits.
Dans le Jo111:.11r.c ~:.: I ::1fom1ation. j'ai deja evoque plus haut !es difficultes que j'ai
,encontrces J\ ec k :::i R5f_j ,:t ::.: If CA..

\' -

Relations a, cc le ( · \( >

LJ n:orL'.:.1n!~J1 1,1 11 ..;...; ! ,:r Juillet J impose sans aucune concenat1011 une structure de
comm~rndement ..; ..::is .. . .; :..:de le C..\O n':i plus aucune subordination hierarchique au
Command:111t de !.1 I t·,ce. l ~..:1 est :ibsolument inconcevable et contraire Ju\ principes d'unite
J':ict1on et de suborurn..:t:,,n -.:c1 sout1en a l'operationnel.
\Ir BEISSEL. ~·.•:c :.;:.:1 je m·en suis entretenu a New York est tout a fait impermeable
i tout di.:ilogue sur c:.: ~:..:1et. 11 11·:1 jamais mis Jes pieds ici mais sa philosophie est simple, elle
re1oint cclle Je \Ir l3.\LO!E . "L'n Commandant de Force reste peu de temps dans une
mission. nous nous IJ1s011s cmere :i l'ONU. sachons etre patients" .
*

* *
Je fer:11 ult~ne:..:remcm c1n rappon complet sur ce probleme majeur.

VI -

L'organisarion de la composante mi(jtaire de la FORPRONU

L'organisation inteme de [a composante militaire de Ia FORPRONU doit etre revue.
J':ii donne cene mission ;i man adjoint. Je voudrais rappeler Jes raisons de ce changement.
L'organisation :ictuelle J e\·olue de fac;on desordonnee, au rythme de l'accroissement
des contributions ct sJns pbn coordonne. Ceci est particulierement vrai pour le Poste de
Commandement de la FORPRONU. Dans !es deux mois a venir. je compte revoir la structure
Je l'Etat-major pour ameliorer son efficacite et reduire ses effectifs de 10 % .

...!...
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Toutefois. cene reorganisation interne ne resoudra qu'une partie d'un probleme plus
vaste. Les Nations Unies et !es pays contributeurs doivent comprendre que la FORPRONU
n'est pas une mission de maintien de la paix traditionnelle, dans laquelle on peut
s'accommoder d'un Poste de Commandement fonde sur un equilibre des representations
nationales. Je ne peux accepter et je n'accepterai pas qu'on me dise de New York, d'un ton
preemptoire. que ma position sur l'efficacite du Commandement ne saurait prevaloir sur les
regles de l'ONU fondees sur la proportionnalite des representations nationales dans les etatsmaJors.

VII - Partage

des taches ICF'Y. FORPRONU

Depuis mon arrin!e. et en depit des tres bonnes relations que j'entretenais avec
!vtonsieur VOLLEBAEK. la FORPRONU a toujours eu une grande difficulte a definir le
partage detaches entre ICFY et la FORPRONU .
Le 17 Juin 1993. \ !onsieur AHRENS avait propose une repartition des taches qui
pouvait com·enir. mais dc:s la preparation de !'accord d'ERDUT en Juillet. ICFY est intervenue
de fa~on tres independante. sJns concertation avec la FORPRONU. Ceci a amene une grande
confusion aussi bien au sein c.k la mission que pour !es interlocuteurs Serbes et Croates qui ne
savaient plus tres bien "14ui faisait quoi " . La confusion a ete aggravee par le role du Brigadier
General PELL):AES ~u1 itait utilise par !es negociateurs pour sa reelle connaissance du
milieu mais qui ne tra\·a11lait pas de fa~on coordonnee a\'ec l'etat-major de la FORPRONU.
Cene situation m'a amene j creer une equipe de "militaires negociateurs" etablissant le lien
a\'ec ICFY !ors des negociations pour un cessez-le-feu en CROA TIE.
*

* *
VIII -

Relations anc t'll~HCR

Je dais souligner le travail remarquable de Nicholas MORRJS (SE/UNHCR) et de tous
!es membres de l'UNHCR. Je crois que de grands progres ont ete accomplis pour ameliorer
notre effort commun en particulier en Bosnie-Herzegovine. Les nouveaux arrangements pour
l'escorte des convois mis en place apres !'incident du 25 Octobre a Novi Travnik portant leurs
fruits, de meme que la creation du centre d'operations Civilo-militaire au PC de K.ISELJAK.
Je crois que dans !es zones protegees aussi bien qu'en Bosnie, la FORPRONU et l'UNHCR travaillent de fa~on beaucoup plus etroite que ce n'etait le cas il y a six mois. Je vais
ameliorer encore ces relations par la creation d'une section de cooperation civilo-militaire
(GS) dans man PC et par des directives precises a mes subordonnes pour apporter leur soutien
total aux operations d'assistance humanitaire.

.../...

...

IX - CONCLL'SIO~
Les SIX premiers mots Jc ma mission Ont ete tres difficiles du fait du peu d'interet _porte
r;:ir :-..Ir STOL T[\'f3[RC .i ::, ;i fonction de SRSG. conjugue avec le jeu du chef des Affaires
l.'i viks et Ju chcr Jc l'.\Jm1nistration trouvant leur interet dans une structure !es soustrayant
to takment. ,.kpu1s Ju illt.:t I l) 93 . .i l'autorite du Commandant de la Force.

a

J'espere t.iuc ks choses \ ont changer et je vais consacrer toute man energie faire
..:omprendre qu 1c: c est la gucrrc et que la prioritt:. a GENEVE comme a ZAGREB, est au
:;outien d 'hommcs ct Jc kmmcs qui operent sur le terrain. dans des conditions de plus en plus
Ji fticiks . J\CC des risu ucs Jc r,lus en plus graves.

q_______
------rl
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SECRETARY-GENERAL DIRECTS PLANS BB FORMIJLATBD FOR ROTATION OF ONPROFOR

CONTINGENT IN SRBBRBNICA. POSSIBLE OPENING OF TUZLA AIRPORT

The following statement was issued today by the spokeswoman for
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in Geneva:
GENEVA, 17 January -- Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali met this
afternoon with senior staff to discuss the ques tion of the rota tion of the
United Nations Protection Force (ONPROFOR) contingent in Srebrenica and the
possible opening of Tuzla airport. The meeting studied prepa ratory work
undertaken at the Secretary-General's instructions by his Special
Representative on the former Yugoslavia, Yasushi Akashi, following the North
Atlantic Counci l' s communique of 11 January.
Participat i ng in the meeting were Thorvald Stoltenberg, Co-Chai rman of
the Steering Committee for t he International Conference on the former
Yugoslavia , Sadako Ogata, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees ,
Mr. Akashi , Chinmaya Gharekhan , Spec ial Political Adviser to the
Secretary- General, Marrack Goulding , Under-Secretary-General for Pol itical
Affai rs , and several aides .
After a thor ough d i scuss i on of the i ssues involved, the Secretary-General
deci ded to i nstruct Mr . Akashi to formulate a plan for the rot ation of the
blocked ONPROFOR cont ingent in Srebrenica , taking into account further advice
to be obtained f r om hi s mil itary advisers. A second plan is t o be prepared
with regard to t he pos sible open ing of Tuzla airport and the resources that
are necessary to achieve this aim.
The Secretary-General is writing to the President of the Security Council
about the outcome of the meeting. Further contact will also take place with
the Secretary-General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
The Secretary-General also received a briefing from Mr. Stoltenberg on
the prospects for the peace negotiations, which are to be resumed in Geneva
tomorrow, 18 January. The Secretary-General expressed the hope that all
concerned would do everything possible to ensure that this round of
negotiations produced concrete results.
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Letter dated 13 January 1994 from t
of the Permanent Mission of
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harge d'affaires a.i.
to the United Nations
-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the statement by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the incident on
the Yugoslav-Albanian border on 10 January 1994 (see annex).
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as an official document of the forty-ninth session of the General
Assembly, under the item entitled "Maintenance of international security", and
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.

. 94-02868 (E)
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ANNEX

Statement by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the incident on the
Yugoslav-Albanian border on 10 January 1994

The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs expresses its most serious concern
over the escalation of border incidents on the Yugoslav-Albanian border and the
continued intensification of provocations by the Albanian side in which the
territory of the Fe deral Republic of Yugoslavia is violated. We wish to bring
to the attention of the Yugoslav, Albanian and international public that the
latest tragic incident in the area of the "Morina" border post of 10 January, in
which an Albanian citizen was killed deep in the Yugoslav territory,
unfortunately confirms our previous assessments.
In order to accomplish its greater-Albania territorial aspirations at the
expense of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Albanian leadership
deliberately encourages illegal crossings of the Yugoslav-Albanian border, in
wanton disregard for the lives of its own citizens.
Continued provocations of border incidents confirm that the policy of the
Albanian Government is aimed at making irrelevant its international border with
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, accomplishing its greater-Albania
aspirations and arousing tensions in, and destabilization of, the Balkans at
large.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia expresses once again its readiness to
develop good-neighbourly relations with Albania, as well as its firm
determination resolutely to protect its sovereignty and territorial integr ity .
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I have the honour to transmit, enclosed herewith, the statement by the
Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
concerning the incident on the Yugoslav-Albanian border on 3 January 1994.
I should be grateful if you would have this letter and its annex circulated
as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.
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Annex

Statement by the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the incident on
the Yugoslav-Albanian borJer on 3 January 1994

on 3 January 1994, another in a series of incidents occurred on the
Yugoslav-Albanian border, once again grossly violating the territorial integrity
of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. In this incident, an Albanian national
was killed in the vicinity of the "Krstac" border post in the Prizren area,
because of illegal entry into the territory of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. Deploring this tragic event, the Federal Ministry of Foreign
Affairs underlines that the exclusive responsibility for the incident is borne
by the Albanian Government which, driven by its aspirations towards Greater
Albania, continues to provoke tensions on the Yugoslav-Albanian border so as to
exacerbate the relations between the two countries and destabilize the situation
in the Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Metohija and further in the Balkans.
In connection with this incident, the Albanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
released a statement shifting the responsibility to the Yugoslav side in a
well-known manner in order to discredit the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
the leadership of Serbia before the international community, while admitting
that the incident occurred in Yugoslav territory.
The local Mixed Commission for Border Incidents met in accordance with the
agreement between the Governments of the two countries on measures of preventing
and resolving incidents on the Yugoslav-Albanian border.
It was established
that the Albanian national killed in this incident was once already captured by
the Yugoslav authorities as he attempted to illegally cross the State border and
was handed over to the Albanian authorities.
It is obvious from the statement by the Albanian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs that the tragic incident is abused for an unprovoked assault on the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Contrary to all international norms and
standards, the Government of the Republic of Albania continues to make
irrelevant its international borders with the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
which has been its practice with other neighbours with which it has serious
border problems. However, the victims of such a policy deliberately pursued by
the Albanian Government are primarily its own citizens.
The Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs wishes to recall that, at the
recent session of the main Yugoslav-Albanian Commission for Border Incidents,
the Albanian side undertook to control the border more effectively and to
prevent any illegal crossing beyond the established border crossings which, in
this particular case, it failed to observe and is therefore responsible for the
consequences. For the above reasons and in view of the fact that the Yugoslav
border authorities acted in compliance with the regulations, the Federal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs dismisses the unfounded allegations contained in the
statement by the Albanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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The Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has expressed on
several occasions its readiness to normalize and promote the relations with the
Republic of Albania and initiated meetings and talks between the respective
government representatives on all bilateral issues, including the opening of new
border crossings to facilitate communication, which was not accepted by the
Albanian side. The Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia will
continue to pursue its present policy, adhering to the principles of
good-neighbourliness and peace.
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Note of the Secretar,~General's meeting with the Prime Minister
QL_ nada
Held at the Hotel de Crillon, Paris, on 9 January 1994
at 1 :00 a.m.
Present:
The Secretary-General
Mr . Briscoe

H.E. The Rt. Hon. Jean Chretien
Prime Minister of Canada
H.E. Mr. Andre Ouellet, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Canada
Mr . Jean Pelletier, Chef de Cabinet of
the Prime Minister

Former Yugoslavia
Referring to the NATO Summit due to begin the following day
in Brussels , Mr. Chretien predicted that the problem of Bosnia
and Herzegovina woul d be discussed. The Secretary-General was
probably aware of the Prime Minister's statement regarding the
possibility of ending Canada's participation in UNPROFOR. The
role of the Canadian forces had become increasingly difficult and
they now found themselves in an unforeseen situation which was no
longer peace-keeping, nor yet peace-enforcement. When he had
been Leader of the Opposition, he had deplored the fact that
Canadian troops had been deployed without a decision by
Parliament.
In recent days, the debate had intensified and the
subject was of great importance to some members of NATO.
The Secretary-General said that one problem was that Member
States of the United Nations did not want to assume their full
responsibilities and tended to use the Organization as a
scapegoat. The United Nations was facing an extreme financial
cri sis and was unabl e to reimburse troop contributors, some of
whom were withdrawing their contingents from UN operations. The
previous May the Security Council had adopted a resolution
establishing safe areas in Bosnia which would require an
estimated 10 , 000 troops to protect, but to date the SecretaryGeneral had been abl e to obtain only about 1 , 000.
Another question related to the possible delegation of
authority to initiate air strikes. The Secretary-General'~
position was that only he could authorize air strikes; his
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decision would be based on recommendations from his political and
military representatives in the former Yugoslavia as well as from
the High Conun'issioner for Refugees, who had overall
responsibility for the coordination of humanitarian relief. The
moment all three of these recommended the use of .close air
support he would authorize it immediately. Unfortunately, some
people, in order to respond to public opinion, created the misimpression that the UN Secretariat was responsible for the weak
international response.
In reality, the United Nations was only
an instrument of Member States, which they could use or not use
as they wished. They should, however, avoid treating it in a way
which would undermine its credibility.
In Mr. Chretien's view, another problem was the expectations·
which had been aroused by the successful intervention of forces
acting for the United Nations against Iraq in Kuwait . In the
former Yugoslavia, and in particular in Bosnia, the problems were
most serious and there was a situation of "peace , but no peace ".
Canada had approximately 2,100 troops serving with UNPROFOR and
they did not like being shot at. There was a growing movement in
France, supported by Mr. Rocard, to impose peace in Bosnia. This
was all right, as long as everyone was clear that the United
Nations would then find itself in a situation of war. When
General Cot asked permission for air strikes this was , in effect,
the commencement of war.
The Secretary-General believed that some Bosnian Muslims
were trying to internationalise the conflict and had been
persuaded by the media that their efforts had been successful.
Yet they had achieved this only in the media, where they were
portrayed as the underdogs. The Secretary-General had recently
met President Izetbegovic to whom he had explained that had
Mr. Arafat not refused to meet the Israelis fifteen years
previously, the Palestinians could have obtained more than they
had in 1993. The Secretary-General had pointed out to President
Izetbegovic that the Bosnian Muslims were being offered more land
and access to the sea, but it seemed that some people were intent
on internationalizing the conflict.

,

Mr. Chretien related that before he had left Canada
journalists had asked him what he would do regarding Canadian
participation in UNPROFOR. He wondered what effect there would
be in Bosnia if Canadian troops were to withdraw. He
acknowledged that it would be psychologically and diplomatically
difficult for the whole UN force to leave, but he did not feel
that this would be a problem for Canada. The Secretary-General
pointed out the advantages of the United Nations' presence in
Bosnia: it was able t o obtain ce~s~-fires, however cynically they
were treated; it was a b le tc1 prov i ., e h umanitarian relief; and i t
was protecting millions o c :r e fuge-e s a n d displaced persons.

- 3 The Secretary-General faced a similar situation in Somalia
where the US decision to withdraw its forces had been accompanied
by similar decisions by the French, Belgians, Germans and
Italians. He was presently trying to find sufficient troops to
replace these contingents, but the most he could hope to obtain
was the minimum number needed to protect Non-Governmental
Organizations and some humanitarian centres. He was afraid that
fighting would continue. Similarly, in Angola the parties had
rejected the results of the elections in September 1992 and it
had only recently been possible to obtain a cease-fire in the
hostilities which had ensued. Despite the public pressures
relating to the situation in Bosnia, the only possible approach
was to continue the negotiations.
Mr. Chretien enquired whether the Secretary-General felt
that the Bosnian Muslims would accept peace. The SecretaryGeneral replied that further negotiations would be needed.
Mr. Ouellet asked whether pressure on the Muslims would bring
results.
The Secretary-General felt that it might, but that such
pressure had to be firm. Muslim countries still supported the
Bosnian Muslims and were frustrated with the present situation.
Mr. Chretien stated that the Canadians feared that the Bosnian
Muslims were receiving new weapons and were preparing for a new
offensive when the snow melted in April or May.
Each day there
were incidents in which people were killed, and these had been
particularly notable around Christmas time.
Harassment of Canadian troops by . the Croats and Serbs had
made the debate in Canada particularly vigorous. There was a
belief that nothing was being done to defend the troops and
Mr. Chretien was concerned at the political pressure to which he
would be subjected if there was a massacre of 25-30 Canadian
soldiers. Canada had never refused to participate in peacekeeping operations despite being a relatively small country and a
decreasingly wealthy one. However, in Bosnia it was not
conducting peace-keeping and there was a lack of international
will to impose peace as had been the case in Kuwait.
In the face
of such an ambiguous situation the Prime Minister was coming
under increasing pressure to take a position.
In response to the Secretary-General's question as to how
many troops Canada was contributing to other operations,
Mr. Ouellet said that while it had withdrawn its contingent from
Cyprus it was still involved in about ten other operations.
The Secretary-General related that during his recent visit to
Japan the Japanese authorities had questioned whether his
appointment of Mr. Akashi as his Special Representative for the
former Yugoslavia had been intended as a means of obtaining
Japanese participati on i n UNPROFOR.
The Secretary-General had
denied this in all honesty and had pointed out that there were
many other situations in which Japan could provide assistance.
For example, if a p~a ce agreement were achieved in Angola,

-
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5-6,000 troops would be needed. The United Nations had also
received a request for 2,000 observers in South Africa.
Mr. Chretien replied that the situations in those countries
were different since the United Nations would not become involved
in an ongoing conflict.
Involvement in the former Yugoslavia was
a serious problem and Canada preferred a clear situation. He
could not predict what would happen when Canadian participation
came up for renewal in March and April.
He was particularly
concerned about the question of whether France would be able to
obtain agreement for the use of air strikes.
The Secretary-General stressed that he had not received a
single request for authorization to launch air strikes. The
Security Council had adopted a resolution on this question and
had given authority to launch air strikes to the SecretaryGeneral.
He confirmed to Mr. Ouellet that the Security Council
could not take the decision itself.
There had been a number of
trial runs, including when the Secretary-General had been in
Mozambique, and it had taken approximately one hour thirty
minutes for a decision to be taken. A recommendation for air
strikes would have to be endorsed by three people representing
different countries: General Cot, a French national; Mrs. Ogata,
a Japanese; and Mr. Stoltenberg, a Norwegian.
In response to Mr. Chretien's question as to what would
happen if only two of the three recommended the use of close air
support, the Secretary-General replied that he would then discuss
the question with them.
If all three agreed, there would be no
problem with authorizing it. This provided a guarantee that
UNPROFOR troops would not be endangered. Mr. Chretien identified
as one problem the question of when Canadian troops should react
to attacks.
The Secretary-General noted that UNPROFOR troops
already had the right to respond to attacks. Mr. Chretien
objected that the troops were not there to defend themselves but
to maintain peace.
Mr. Ouellet asked whether the efforts of Mr. Stoltenberg and
Lord Owen might lead to some agreement among the parties in the
coming weeks. Were there any encouraging signs of a light at the
end of the tunnel? The Secretary-General explained that the
negotiations required great patience and could take months or
years to resolve.
In the new international culture, in which the
media played an important role, people had forgotten the need for
patience. To resolve ;:1 civil war among people who had previously
intermarried, a war which had entailed atrocities, it could take
months to achieve a negotiated agreement and then two to three
years of a continue:d r.-:-:·! !~res\emce t~ help establish peace. This
could not be said p u~ J · · . ·.• ti:>wev2r, sin::e th~ ;1eneral public of
troop-contributing c c .,:,··· ,, s wo\.~ld question involvement for such
a length of time. Th~r~ ·.Ju..S no alternative to continuing the
negotiations.

...

-
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Reverting to the question of air strikes, Mr. Ouellet
observed that only the French were pushing hard for this.
The Secretary-General felt that perhaps not even the French
position was unified. Furthermore, having recently returned from
a trip to Korea, he could say that there was no real interest in
that country in the situation in Bosnia. Certainly, the
situation there was serious, but it was, also, in other
countries, such as Burundi where thousands had been killed in
inter-tribal fighting.
Mr. Chretien asserted that one could not fail to discuss
within NATO a war on European territory. He wondered whether the
public indication which he had given that Canada might withdraw
its troops from UNPROFOR might in fact be used as a means to
promote the negotiations. The Secretary-General completely
agreed and observed that he had done this himself. The situation
was similar in Angola, Somalia and Mozambique. The United
Nations' presence in one country was often at the expense of
involvement in others.

South Africa
Mr. Ouellet asked how the Secretary-General foresaw the
forthcoming elections .in South Africa.
In this connection he
( , 0 XHl , )
related that several groups of eminent Canadians had recently
\...~ ·
,v
visited that country and had reported that considerable violence
migfit surround the elections and that while the UN Observer
~~
Mission in South Africa was very valuable, there had to be very
sound preparation before the elections. The Secretary-General
recounted that the previous evening he had met Mr. Lakhdar
Brahimi, former Foreign Minster of Algeria, whom he had recently
sent as his Special Envoy to Zaire and who would now be
installing himself in South Africa as the representative of the
Secretary-General. The UN already had approximately 100
observers in South Africa and was planning to have a presence of
600 there to start immediate preparations to observe the
elections. Arrangements should already be in place before April.

s;=-,lb --

The Secretary-General assured the Prime Minister that the
Organization was devoting considerable attention to the situation
in South Africa.
In this regard he wondered whether Mr. Chretien
might consider sending 2-300 Canadian observers. Rubbing thumb
and forefinger together, Mr. Chretien indicated that there were
financial considerations. However, he assured the SecretaryGeneral that despite the costs Canada was indeed thinking of
contributing something. Frankly, involvement in such an
operation would please him more since it would help establish
democracy. Mr. Chretien noted that he was one t~f the successors
of Lester Pearson who had been instrumental in developing the
whole concept of peace-keeping. Mr. Ouellet would be dealing

TEXTE DE LA LETTRE, EN DATE DU 6 JANVIER 1994, ADRESSEE
A S.E. MONSIEUR BOUTROS BOUTROS GHALI, SECRETAIRE
GENERAL DES NATIONS UNIES, PARM. ALAIN JUPPE, MINISTRE
DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE :
DEBUT DE CITATION:

Monsieur le Secretaire General,
En prevision de votre prochaine venue aParis2 je souhaite
partager avec vous un certain nombre de pr~occupations apropos de la
situation dans l'ex-Yougoslavie.
Le constat est extremement alarmant : malgre les treves decidees
solennellement par les trois parties, les combats et les bombardements se
poursuivent, les negociations pietinent, l'aide humanitaire rencontre des
obstacles incessants.
Nous observons, comme d'autres, un decalage croissant entre les
engagements pris par les parties au conflit dans le cadre de la negociation, et
leur comportement sur le terrain. Aucune des trois parties ne respecte ses
engagements et l'action de la Forpronu est paralysee. Cette situation ne peut
plus durer.
Le prochain sommet de l'Alliance Atlantique pourrait etre
l'occasion de lancer un avertissement solennel aux belligerants sm la
responsabilite qu'ils prennent a l'egard ae leurs populations en prolongeant ce
conflit, qui risque en outre d'embraser toute la region.
La signature et la mise en oeuvre d'un plan de paix, sur la base
des demieres propositions formulees par !'Union Europeenne le 22 novembre
1993 en vue d'un reglement de paix doivent demeurer nos objectifs.
Cependant, la degradation de la situation nous invite afaire
preuve de determination, afin que la Forpomu soit respectee. Ses moyens
devraient done etre renforces, notamment en_personnel, et nous devrions
reaffirmer notre disposition a effectuer Ies fra es aeriennes ui seraient
necessaires dans e ca re e !'application de Ia resolution 836.
Dans ce contexte, les entretiens gue vous aurez aParis
revetiront une importance toute particuliere.

·J{i;;h~i
•• ;_,~~:..:~~•;._•';OS

Je crois qu'il sera indispensable de proceder , le moment venu, a :1': ·;·•,
· tine reevaluation de la situation , selon que les parties auront reussi as'entendre
·ou que le conflit se prolongera.
Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Secretaire General,
!'expression de ma haute consideration.
Signe : Alain JUPPE
F1N DE CITATION
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New York, le 6 janvier 1994
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Monsieur le Secretaire General,

Yous voudrez bien trouver ci-joint le texte d'une lettre en date du
6 janvier 1994 qui vous est adressee par M. Alain Juppe, Ministre des Affaires
Etrangeres de la Republique Franyaise.
Je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire General, les
assurances de ma tres haute consideration.

,....
~(\_

~ e r n a r d MERIMEE

Son Excellence
Monsieur Boutros BOUTROS-GRALi
Secretaire General des Nations Unies
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New York, le 6 janvier 1994
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THESECRETARY-GENERAL

Monsieur le Secretaire General,

Yous voudrez bien trouver ci-joint le texte d'une lettre en date du
6 janvier 1994 qui vous est adressee par M. Alain Juppe, Ministre des Affaires
Etrangeres de la Republique Franyaise.
Je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire General, !es
assurances de ma tres haute consideration.
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~emard MERIMEE

Son Excellence

Monsieur Boutros BOUTROS-GRALi
Secretaire General des Nations Unies

TEXTE DE LA LETTRE, EN DATE DU 6 JANVIER 1994, ADRESSEE
A S.E. MONSIEUR BOUTROS BOUTROS GHALI, SECRETAIRE
GENERAL DES NATIONS UNIES, PARM. ALAIN JUPPE, MINISTRE
DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE :
DEBUT DE CITATION:

Monsieur le Secretaire General,
En prevision de votre pro h in v n
artager avef vous un cet1~.i.U..llPWlmu!~..
sit':_ation dans l'ex-Yougoslavie.

' P ri

· souhaite
OS de la

Le constat est extremement alarmant : malgre les treves decidees
solennellement par les trois parties, les combats et les bombardements se
poursuivent, les negociations pietinent, l'aide humanitaire rencontre des
obstacles incessants.
Nous observons, comme d'autres, un decalage croissant entre les
engagements pris par les parties au conflit dans le cadre de la negociation, et
leur comportement sur le terrain. Aucune des trois parties ne respecte ses
engagements et }'action de la Forpronu est paralysee. Cette situation ne peut
plus <lurer.
Le prochain sommet de l'Alliance Atlantique pourrait etre
!'occasion de lancer un avertissement solennel aux belli era
la
responsabilite qu'ils prennent a egard e eurs populations en prolongeant ce
conflit, qui risque en outre d'embraser toute la region.
La signature et la mise en oeuvre d'un plan de paix, sur la base
des dernieres propositions formulees par l'Union Europeenne le 22 novembre
1993 en vue d'un reglement de paix doivent demeurer nos objectifs.
Cependant, la degradation de la situation nous invite afaire
preuve de determination, afin que la Forpomu soit respectee. Ses moyens
devraient done etre renforces, notamment en_£ersonnel, et nous devrions
reaffirmer notre disposition aeffectuer les fra . es aeriennes ui seraient '
necessaires dans e ca re e !'application de la resolution 836.
Dans ce contexte, les entretiens gue vous aurez
revetiront une importance toute particuliere.

aParis

· Je crois qu'il sera indispensable de proceder , le moment venu, a
tine reevaluation de la situation , selon que les parties auront reussi as'entendre
·ou que le conflit se prolongera.
Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Secretaire General, a
l'expression de ma haute consideration.
Signe : Alain JUPPE
FIN DE CITATION

Note to Mr. Annan

-

FORCE INSPECTOR - UNPROFOR

1.
Following the Secretary-General's decision to appoint a Force Inspector in
UNPROFOR for a period of six months,and as instructed, I have been in touch
with the Swiss Permanent Mission through its Deputy Permanent Representative,
Mr. Francois Chappuis. In response to questions raised by Bern . in the course of
the week, I have provided a number of clarifications, as well as a copy of the Terms
of Reference elaborated by UNPROFOR for the post.
2.
Mr. Chappuis called on me today to state that Bern was in principle attracted
r by the invitation and was likely to respond positively. The Swiss Foreign Minister
( I will raise the issue in a tele hone call to the Secret -General which has been
I sc e uled for Monday 7 February. It is my understanding t at the present Chief of
1 Military Audit in Switzerland is being considered by the Government for the post.

3.
It has been made clear to the Swiss that the appointment is only for a period
of six months, following which it would be necessary for the UN to review the
success of the experiment before considering whether and in what form to proceed
further with it.

~~--

Shashi Tharoor
4 February 1994

.
cc:

Aime

Mr.
(for Secretary-General's telephone call)
Mr. Gharekhan
Mr. Niazi
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r~t.,-Note to the Secretary-General

APPOINTMENT OF FORCE INSPECTOR - UNPROFOR

1.
Further to my note to you of 8 December 1993 on the above subject, and
your decision that you would prefer that the inspection function be conducted on
an adhoc basis rather than through a permanent appointment, we have reviewed
the proposal to appomt a Force Inspector for UNPROFOR. As you know, this
suggestion has also received a great deal of attention in the press, which has
focused on it as a concrete outcome of the recent Greindl Commission inquiry
into corruption in UNPROFOR. After due reflection and consultation with the
field, we would like to ask you to kindly reconsider your decision.
2.
As you will see from the attached terms of reference, the functions of the
Force Inspector relate to activities which already fall within the competence of
the Force Commander. However, the size and complexity of the mission does
not permit the Force Commander of UNPROFOR to exercise this aspect of his
responsibility with the level of attention required, particularly in circumstances in
which major irregularities appear to have occurred. Since there is no comparable
situation in other missions, I believe a case can be made for initiating the practice
in UNPROFOR. Lessons learned from our experience in UNPROFOR could be
applied in considering whether a similar appointment is necessary elsewhere in
the field (or at UN Headquarters itself, to cover several missions).
3.
Mr. Akashi plans to meet with the press in Zagreb shortly to discuss the
Greindl Commission's findings. It would be most helpful if we were able to
announce that this recommendation would shortly be implemented. If you agree,
we would hen approach Switzerland, as proposed earlier, to identify an officer
for an 1 •al a ointment of six months, to serve Force Ins ector -

Ko i
an
24 Jan.lLarf'1994
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FORCE INSPECTOR GENERAL
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PROPOSED IER,\IS OF REFERENCE
1.
The Force Inspector General. a milicary officer of Srieadicr General ranx. will. on
behalf of the Force Commander. review amd inspect u necessary the internal operatiom
and conduct of UNPROFOR. He will report directly to the Force Commander.

2.

The duties of the Force Inspector General are as follows:
a.

review Force resuJarions and procedures and to recommend solutions to
identified shortfalls. as required:

b.

to

.

examine compliance and adherence to established Force regulations and

procedures;
c.

to investigate alle1ations of non-compliance and inappropriace activities
within the Force Uld to recommend appropriate UN. Force or National

acuon;
d.

co monitor the conduct uf thl Force and iu members. particularly with
respca to its/their relaliom with loc:al populatlom:

e.

co eumiD: operational effectiveness of units/elements within tbe Force and
rac:ommend improvements where necessary:

f.

tu monitor the state of morale and welfare suppon within the force and to
report upon real or perceived differem:es in cbe level of support recejveci~

and

I• .

otbcr dudes u assiped by cbe Force Commander.

1'hll maad11e of tbe Fon:e lmpcct0r i, ratricted to tbe miliW'Y component of
UNPROPOR. However. showd. in the coune of his dudes. be discover irregularities
within tbl c:mlian components of the Force or within other UN qm:ies operatin& in tbe
Former Yuptavia. he Will repon thne to me appropriate audloritics.

3.

...:

4.
The Force lmpector will be sui,poned by a small staff who will function under his
excJusive control •
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO :
A:

Mr. Y. Takasu
Controller

DATE:

DE:

Jean-Claude A i m e / ~
Chief of Staff, E¥sG
'

SUBJECT :

Establishment of UNPROFOR Trust Fund

FROM :

4 February 1994

l

The Secretary-General has requested that you open a new
UNPROFOR Trust Fund account in which the attached cheque
for $33,772.95 should be deposited. The sum repr esents an awa r d
made to the Secretary-General in honour of the Blue Helmets of
the United Natio ns Protection Force by the Prince of Asturias
Foundation of Spain.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

No.

8°2

/94
28 January

Your Excellency,

Regarding the letter of the Permanent Representative of
Slovenia to the United Nations of 14 January 1994 (CERD/SP/52), I
have the honor to point out the following.
The representative of Slovenia regrettably took advantage of
the fifteenth meeting of the States parties to the International
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination
to
advance
a
series
of
erroneous
and
ill-intentioned
interpretations concerning the status of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia in the United Nations and as a party to the
international treaties and conventions.
In his letter, the representative of Slovenia
for obvious
political reasons maliciously singled out only the view of the
Arbitration Commission of the International Conference on the
Former Yugoslavia
(the
"Badinter Commission") .
Since that
Commission is an advisory body, its opinions cannot be taken as a
basis for making decisions on the membership of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia in the United Nations or for determining its
status as a party to the treaties. Moreover, the Commission has
essentially violated the norms of international law both from
material and procedural point of view.
His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the
United Nations
N e w
Y o r k

EOSG/CENTRAL
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The letter seeks to establish a link between resolution 47/1
and the membership of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the
United Nations.
However, the General Assembly resolution 47/1
pertains solely to the non-participation of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia in the work of the General Assembly. This was clearly
confirmed in the opinion of the United Nations Legal Counsel
(document A/ 47/485) that ... "the resolution does not take away the
right of Yugoslavia to participate in the work of organs other than
Assembly bodies". According to another opinion of the United
Nations Legal Office, dated 16 November 1993, "the status of
Yugoslav i a as a party to the Treaties, is not affected by the
adopt io n of the General Assembly resolution 47 / 1 ... ".
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, in the Declaration adopted
by its Assembly on 27 April 1992, clearly stated that it shall
continue to fulfill all the rights conferred to, and the
obligations assumed by,
the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia in international relations including the participation
in international treaties ratified or acceded to by Yugoslavia.
As far as the International Convention of the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination is concerned, the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia expressed its readiness to honor all its duties and
obligations arising from that Convention. The Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, at its forty eighth session
in 1993 (A/48/18), welcomed the timely submission of the report of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the presence of a delegation
as an indication of the State party's willingness to continue the
dialogue with the Cammi ttee. In the spirit of cooperation, the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia welcomed the fact-f i nding mission of
the Commi t tee which visited Yugoslav i a at the end of 1993.
Consequently,
the provisions of international law and
international treaties do not authorize UN organs or States parties
to suspend a membership status of a State party to a Convention
against the will of the State party concerned. Therefore, any
attempt to change the UN publications which contain the name of
Yugoslavia as a State party to the treaties, shall be legally
unfounded and contrary to t h e norms of internat i onal law and the
Charter of the Un i ted Nations.
This is yet another attempt b y t h e Slov en i an representative to
challenge the membership of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in
the United Nations as well as its status as a party to t reaties,
using the worn-out and f a l se l ega l argume n ts i nspire d e x c lus ivel y
by po l it i cal mot i ves.

3

I should be grateful if you would have this letter circulated
as an official document of the fifteenth meeting of the states
parties to the International Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Racial Discrimination.
Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my highest
cons i deration.

Dragomir Djokic
Ambassador
Charge d'affaires a.i.
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New York, le 26 janvier 1994

Monsieur le Secretaire General,
J'ai l'honneur de presenter a votre agrement Ia candidature du
General Bertrand de Sauville de La Presle en remplacement du Gln~ral Jean
COT.
.

.

.

Le General de La Presle arrivera aNew York dimanche soir et se
tiendra -~ votre disposition des lundi matin 31 janvier.
Je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire
General, les assurances de ma tres haute consideration.

Jean-Bernard MERI.MEE

Son Excellence
Monsieur Boutros BOUTROS-GHALI
Secretaire General des Nations Unies
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EXECUTIVE OfRCE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

OJL..,

New York, January 14, 1994

I wish to bring to your attention an issue resulting from
the_ dissolution_ ang. __ extinc_tion of _former Yugoslavia.
As you will recall the
Arbitration c__q~_,issiq~____S>._
t ____~h_e
Conference on the . J2~mer . Yu_go_s_-l~Y.i~, chaired by M. Robert
Badinter, has concluded, in its advisory opinion No. 8 of 4
July, 1992 that the process of dissolution of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was complete and that
Yugoslavia ceased to exist.
Furthermore, the Arbitration
Commfssion
empliasized th_e_ principle of eguali ty of all
successor states__ ~ of ____ former ___Yugoslavia.
The subsequent
resolutions adopted by the Security Council and the General
Assembly have confirmed the essence of that opinion. Thus
the Security Council stated, in the resolution 777 (1992),
"that the State formerly known as the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia has ceased to exist".
Given the
fundamental importance of this fact it is logical that the
Security Council and the General Assembly specifically
stated that the "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro)" - i.e. one of the successor-States - cannot
automatically
continue
the
membership
of
the
former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the UN.
The fact of extinction of _former .. Yugoslavia ___is ___ not J ully
ref_lected __ in __the ___UN __p.z;actice. In my letter to you and to the
President of the Security Council dated 5 August 1993
(S/26246; A/4 8/292) I referred to those aspects of the
problem which relate to the necessary action to be taken by
the Security Council and the General Assembly with a view to
definitive termination of the membership of the former
Yugoslavia to the United Nations. In the present letter I
wish __t~oint to the ne~d _that appropriate __action is taken
in ____the area of __ the ____Secr~!,a_r y . General's __ _competence ______ wi th
respect
to . multi lateral
treaties
deposited
with
the
Sec:-refary-<ie·nfirai -~--•-.....
w· •

-

-

··

•

-- - - - · -- - -

- ·· · - · - -- - - -

The advisory opinion of the Arbitration Commission of the
Conference on the Former Yugoslavia and the relevant
resolutions adopted by the Security Council and by the
General Assembly relate to a fact of basic importance which
is necessarily relevant in the context of succession with
respect
to
international
treaties,
including
the
multilateral treaties deposited with the Secretary-General.
The basic premise, namely the fact that former Yugoslavia
has ceased to exist cannot be ignored or circumvented by
holding the view that the Security council and the General
Assembly have not spel l ed out all practical consequences of

..

that fact • . The insistence of the Security Council and the
General Assembly that the "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro)" cannot be considered as a holder of
automatic continuity of the predecessor State has a general
relevance for all organs of the UN. These organs have to
refrain from acts which create an impression that automatic
continuity was granted to one of successor States of former
Yugoslavia. The successor States of former Yugoslavia which
wish to succeed the predecessor State with respect to an
international treaty are bound to notify their succession
and none of them can be regarded as a holder of automatic
continuity of the predecessor state . which has ceased to
exist. This should be duly reflected in the relevant
official UN publications.
I note with regret that the recent publication entitled
"?t!!Il ti!_~teral Treaties -~posited with the Secretary
Genera3=__,. Status as _at 31 December 1992" (ST/LEG/SER.E/11),
New York, 1993, refers to "Yugoslavia" as if that former
state continued to exist (for example on page 100 of that
publication
containi}lg
the,.. _list___ of _Parties
to
the
International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of
RacTal Discrimination). This reference obscures the fact
that a former State party to the Convention has ceased to
exist and that none among its successor - States
can be
considered as a holder of automatic continuity.
I wish to request that approp~J?~e correctio~s are made in
the menFioji~ct__ji~rjd .I ~_
:__qther _releva11t;___,p_ubJJ._cations and that
steps are taken to ensure that subsequent publications will
accuraEely .. reflect _ -~h~ ___ si_t~~:t_.i,_9_r:i ·result"l"i1g --·-·from·--·-the
dissoT litfon ·and extinction of former Yugoslavia. The lists
of States parties can include only those successor States of
former Yugoslavia which have notified their succession with
respect to various multilateral treaties deposited with the
Secretary-General.
I wish to add that _ J::._h.i§ _ __request f q:r;_
accurate reflection of facts resulting__ from extinction of
forme r - Yugoslavia rela-fi~-s -..
other releva~t
activity of the Secretary General _in __his __ }-clpaci ty ~s __ t !1~
deposit-ary of-·multTiateral -treaties._
···-- -- - - - --- - - - - - -Please accept, your excellency, the assurances of my highest
considerat io n.
~
/
"'\_ _ ·
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also··---to ai l

~~"\...c,'

~~

Dr. Danilo Tiirk
Ambassador

-.

-.

H.E. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the
United Nations
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Note to the Secretary-General

~i~al Report of the Special Commission of Inquiry
into allegations of improper conduct by personnel of UNPROFOR J
chaired by Major-General Greindl

1.
Further to the note dated 8 December from Kofi Annan to
you on the above subject,
I should like to seek your
concurrence to the dissemination of a summary of the report
to the press shortly after my arrival in Zagreb. This
approach has also been recommended by my predecessor,
Thorvald Stoltenberg.
2.
The Special Commission had been established on 8 October
with a mandate to present a report within 45 days.
So far,
we have not fully informed the media on our efforts to ensure
the discipline and proper conduct of UNPROFOR personnel . As
a result of a Reuters dispatch dated 29 December, however,
the media have again become interested in the matter.
3.
The information to the press would focus on the fact
that UNPROFOR has taken all allegations seriously and
conducted a thorough investigation. It would, in particular,
emphasize the serious remedial actions already taken or
planned, including
repatriation of soldiers of UNPROFOR contingents
with a view to having the appropriate disciplinary
action taken according to the national regulations.
dismissal of local staff involved in improper
activities;
strengthening procedures of monitoring the use of
fuel (to prevent misuse in black market);
revising the rules governing the access to
UNPROFOR's PX-facilities (another source of blackmarketeering);
. --~~v:ieydng _1:.~ ~--Pr.e sf3__a<::s:~~9Jta_ti_9:t}_p9.J;ic_y . (~P-~(?FOR -----·
press ID cards, inter alia, had been abused to gain
access to the Sarajevo airlift);
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4.
As to the concept of appointing a Force Inspector, which
was mentioned ic ~h2 R2~~c~s dispatch, the press should be
informed that it was under consideration as a possible longer
term measure.
5.
Within a few days of my arrival in Zagreb, I intend to
give a special press briefing on this subject.
I would be
grateful for your advice.

~~~~~
30 December 1993
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I should be grateful if you could
transmit the attached note to the
Secretary-General.

